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;,Tdephone and Telegraph Gallup to Albuquerque

.

AT3 TWENTY LABOREITS TO CE EMPLOYED ON: DOUBLE TRACK WORK FOR SIX MONTHS -N- INETY
ONE "HUNDr-E-D
BUILD LINE
POUND STEEL RAILS TO DE USED MOUT4TAIN STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY TO
FROM GALLUP 'TO ALBUQUERQUE, CONNECTING GALLUP VITH ALL OUTSIDE LONG DISTANCE SERVICE
-

With the completion of the Harvey House addition comes
DRAKE1AI1 IIALL
the activity of construction of double trackage of the Santa
conThis
miles.
r
twenty-fouto
Fort
Defiance,
Perea
from
Fe
tract is to be completed in ahout six months, employing one
BEUEVED DEAD
hundred, and twenty laborers with many teams. The engineer's office has been opened in Gallup, employing several
MISSING SINCE JANUARY
the MounAldng with the Santa Fe d9uble track contract, construct
10, BROTHER FROM AUSa
tain States Telephone & Telegraph Company will
TEXAS, TO CONDUCT
TIN,
SEARCH
long distance line from Gallup to Albuquerque, and this work
will commence about March 15. " Arrangements have been
A. S. Hall is here from Aus
made to connect with the Gallup Telephone Company, and this
e
long tin, Texas, looking for his miswill give Gallup long distance connection with all
dist&nc6 service
sing brother, M. M. Hall. On
L. C Riley of the Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph January 10, M. M. Hall left his
Company, with headquarters in El Paso, was in Gallup this room in Albuquerque to mail
into some letters and from that day
week, completing arrangements for his company to comeWin-rate
Ft.
the
and
Fe
thru
Santa
y
with
he has not been seen nor heard
along
Gallup,
rea
to
Herald
stated
Mr.
of. Every possible clue has
Riley
Military Reservation.
commence
would
line
the
on
work
been
run down without the
active
building
that
porter
soon as weather conditions would allow, which would slightest trace of his whereas
'
tust
'
March 15.
abouts.
means
House
that thirty
M. M. Hall worked out of
The completion of the Harvey
In
institution.
to
all,
added
that
been
rooms
have
Gallup as a Santa Fe brakeman
eight guest
rooms. Each of the thirty for the last eight or nine years.
the new addition has forty-foteleeigth guest rooms will have individual bathbeand private with He was prompt and rarely ever
connected
will
service
The
missed a run. The day of his
service.
telephone
phone
all local and lon distance service, making of the. Harvey House disappearance he was at the
'
and modern in every particular.
Harvey House eating place in
new
the
to
touches
addition, Albuquerque and with those
of
the finishing
Speaking
to with whom he talked with,
Agent T. E. Purdy stated that arrangements onhad been made
walls
of
one
the
made
sand
there was nothing unusual not
have a Navajo Indian
painting
har- ed.- - He left his room
will
rooms.
This
the
entrance
to
main
guest
the
just as
facing
monize the decoration scheme with that of the name El Na- he always did, and nothing
there to show anything out of
vajo the name of.the hotel.
All of this means that many hundreds of dollars will be spent place. He had not drawn his
and put into circulation in this vicinity during this year, as all pay check from
and this is taken as proof that
work is to be finished during this year.
A bigger and better Gallup has arrived. J ,
he did not leave the country.;
A. S. Hall, the brother, is of
time not one of the murderers the opinion that his brother met
has been legally hung. A few with foul play and that his
years in the penitentiary for body was thrown into the Rio
the murderers has been the Grande. The missing man visDROUGHT CI
most severe punishment yet ited Old Albuquerque during
the day he was last seen. He
meted out.
When the murder of "Slop- always carried a sum of money
him.
py" Jack Lewis was committed with
M. M. Hall, the missing man,
to
and
criso.
a
hodv
burned
hi
DOWN
RUW
DETECTIVES
was married, and his wife and
CLUE AND CAPTURE his store building destroyed by two
children live at Austin,
was
tauc
oi
INDIANS
there
ON
plenty
fire,
OTHER
where the aged mother
Texas,
who
IMIndians
of lynching the
CHARGE OF BEING
Some two years ago
lives.
also
and
cantured
were
charged
FRANK
IN
PLICATED
he
out
separated from his jvife,
with the crime. Out and
KURDER
when she went to Austin, Texas
forwas
obtained
confession
by
'
n
mer sheriff Bob Roberts from to make here home.
January 18, 1922, Frank
Speaking of his missing
was murdered at thi Cross the Indians, vet no final action
A. S. Hall said that his
Canyon Indian trading store. has been taken in their cases. brother,
The murder was one of the The District court sentenced brother was very prompt in
most brutal and cowardly ever theni jto. be hung, but a hear sending his wife $60 per month,
committed by Indians in this ing was carried before the Sup- and that he wrote to his mother
regular. A. S. Hall can not
territory. It appears that Frank reme court that has kept the
acfind any motive for his brothfinal
went
to
for
house
the
Indians .wafting
hay
Pugan
er's disappearance other than
'
to get a bale of hay for an Ind- tion.. y.?.'-:- V.yz '
- at
the
Indan
in.
went
as
he
When Frank Dugan was he met with foul playian, and
and
is of
of
hands
murderers,
ian followed him, knocking murdered many citizens were
him in the head with a club. furious, feeling that drastic the opinion that when he visitAn attempt waB made to burn measures would have to be ed Old Albuquerque he was
up the houses, but the hay, meted out to the murderers in murdered.
A. S. Hall will continue the
house was far enough from the order to warn other would-b- e
search
for his brother until
on
not
catch
to
other houses
murderers what their fate
has been run down.
clue
was
every
and
body
brutal
in
such
case
Dugan's
fire,
would be
house
where
found in the hay
crimes would be continued.
.the Indian had brained him.
BANK EXAMINER
f Indians, like others, must be
' After the murder, clues were
must
be
laws
our
that
taught
L B. GREGG
run down and resulted in the obeyed. It is freely talked that
one
arrest of several Indians;
had such crimes been commiLancrdon B. Greertr. now as
of whom has been held in the tted by anybody else besides
Prescott, Arizona, prison fort Indians, that legal hangings sistant cashier of the First Nat
v
some time.
would have been the result. ional bank of Clovis, will be
Some weeks ago a Navajo Now, it is a matter of just how the next state bank examiner.
Mr. Gregg was appointed
shot another, and the wounded much longer will our people
Indian told on other Indians, endure such cowardly and bru- Assistant bank examiner by
implicating several others. This tal crimes and get by without Governor Hinkle and will hold
that office until March 1, when
clue was run down, resulting in hanging somebody?
Indhe will succeed James a. Head
more
four
of
the capture
as the examiner. ?t
ians.
BOi'iD :
Mr. Gregg was assistant un$2,000,089
Tuesday of this week, Sam
der George H. Van Stone when
Day brought in the four IndFOR TREASURER
he was examiner in 1916" and
ians implicated by the story of
1917. He was annointed then.
the wounded Indian, and plac27--- In
a
Jan.
coSANTA
FE,
in
the McKinley
though a democrat, at the re
ed them
T. F. quest of Governor Lanasey. lie
to
Representative
letter
United
the
awaiting
unty jail,
States Marshal from Arizona Smalling, Governor Hinkle said was said to have been practito take them to the Prescott h wm informed by the travel cally reared by Mr. Lindsey.
'
a
". ing auditor the state treasurer's
prison.,
It is understood that other receipts for the last year were DISTRICT COURT
CONVENES THE CTH
I i
(Indians not yet captured will totalled $5,74i,ss4y exclusive
be run down, beinj iaplicatad of bond and debenture transFebaction nr transfers of money or District court trill
r
ia this same murder.
6. The docket of analler nutinvestements, and on this basis ruary
For many years past, an
ter
been'&posecl of, now tie
one'Indian Tradsr rer the state treasurers nona xor more hiving
fanportant caaee will be attend
more
this year would be little
bftcn tie toil
to. Jueue EoUoman and otter eo
r

;
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TREATYRATIFIED

OIL FIELDS ASSURED

triOKLEY COUIOY

NEW

BOTH MIDWEST REFINING AND

ACREAGE NEAR GALLUP DIRECTLY

lf

grant, a large part of the

Fe-

lipe Tafoya grant and several
thousand acres in the immediate territory- - The grant lands
totals about 6,000 acres.
Charles Barker, for many
years connected with the state
land office at Santa Fe discovered some time ago a perfect
oil structure and dome in the
McKinley county territory. N.
H. Darton, an oil specialist for
geological
survey, made an investigation
and confirmed Mr. Barker's
He subsequently
discovery.
published an official pamphlet
describing his findings.
Another dome has been discovered on the Bartolome Fernandez grant, at the northwest
corner, Manuel Otero of Albuquerque and associates will
drill this year on the northwest
corner of the Felipe Tafoya
.
....
grant.
The Midwest company is
paying a cash bonus for leases
and has been busily writing
leases for some time. Over $6
an acre is said to have .been
paid in bonuses for the 1,200
acre tract.
The field .to be prospected is
almost due south of the Farmington field where the Midwest
company recently struck a paying well. ,
GALLUP, N. M., Jan. 24.
The Producers and Refiners,
one of the bic oil companies of
the United States, has just clos
ed a lease - with the Gallup
American Coal company for a
large acreage a short distance
southwest of Gallup, on pro
perty including the site of the
.

Catalpa mine. The oil com
pany paid 50 cents an acre for
the lease of this land ana sign
ed an agreement to have a well
started not later than April
20th, 1923. The agreement it
is stated, is so drawn that un
less the well is started by that
time the lease automatically ex
old

pires.

The oil company has leases

FRITZ IIULLER
PENSION
WASHINGTON,

Jan.

27.

pension

A

bill

of $50

C,

D.

to provide a
per month for
of

Muller
Cant. Frederick
Santa Fe, veteran of Indian
wars and the Spanish American
war, has been introduced by
Senator Bursum.
Capt. Muller served with Roosevelt's rough riders, and was
for a number of years assistant
land, commissioner of New
Mexico. lie was defeated for
the position of land commissioner at the last election.
'

4

LEGISLA-

-

TREATIES

.

-

SANTA FE, Jan. 31. The
house Wednesday morning re-

bigger group, practically all of
them subsidiaries of the Standard Oil company, have obtained leases on land in the vicinity of Gallup and there is ev
ery indication that there will be
hundreds of drilling rigs shipped to this point as soon as the
spring weather is assured. .,

called the Colorado river and
La Plata river treaties and.
changed the emergency clause
in line with the desires of the
senate to make the treaties ab
solutely constitutional. The bills
were then returned to the senate, which concurred in the
treaties and sent them to the
governor for his signature.
A new bill offered by Dennis
Chavez is a zoning measure af
fecting municipalities and pro
viding for creation of zoning
districts and restrictions of
buildings and providing for the
naming of a zoning commission
and board of adjustment of five
members. ,

GLAD TO BE BACK

OHIO COMPANY

(Farmington Times - Hustler)
GALLUP, N. M., Jan. 23.
The Midwest Refining Co., has
taken extensive leases in McKinley county, 30 miles west of
Cabezon and 20 miles north of
Laguna and will drill three
wells during the present year
in an effort to give the field a
thorough .exploration.
The company has leased one-haof the Ignacio Chavez

MEXICO

TURE IS IN LINE WITH

PRODUC-CER- S

& REFINERS LEASE LARGE

out-sid-

right-of-wa-

COLORADO RIVER

on thousands of acres of land in

this locality. - They have an
acreage of about 8,000 acres
near Gallup and a large tract
farther out. The plans are to
put down a well not less than
3,000 feet as a test of the dome.
Several other companies of the

FROM KLAN LAND

TO SAGE BRUSH

TO DRILL NEAR
SEVEN LAKES

ALBUQUERQUE MAN SAYS MANY COMPANIES
SPAR
SOUTH IS BOOMING SAVE
FOR ACREAGE IN SAN
WHERE THE HOODED
JUAN OIL BASIN
FORCES DOMINATE
AZTEC, N. M., Jan. SO.
(Albuquerque Herald)
The Midwest Refining comMr. and Mrs. J. T. McLaugh- pany will soon have five nationlin have just returned from a al machines engaged in drillvisit of several months in the ing on the Hogback structure.
southern states, the greater Three are already on the
ground.
part of the time having been
spent in Savanah, Ga. Mr.
The Ohio oil company has
McLaughlin, who is a pioneer shipped several carloads of
New Mexico mining man, says drilling equipment from the
land" Wyoming fields to Thoreau,
he is back in "sage-brus- h
to stay and is glad of it.
N. M., and will drill several test
"We enjoyed the stay in the wells on a structure lying south
south," Mr. McLaughiln said and east of the Seven Lakes oil
'
Tuesday, "and in many ways it field, it is said.
is a delightful country, but I
It is reported in the San Juan
found myself very glad yester- fields that there are fifty inde'
day to be back in the land of pendent companies sparring
am
and
brush
sand and sage
for acreage in the field. O. M.
here to stay. Mosier, representing a new
"There is av great forward Oklahoma oil syndicate, headmovement over much of the ed by W. H. Helmick and T. I.
south, and some of the cities Moss, has secured drilling acreare growing rapidly." In some age, on the La Plata, near the
;

...

.

.

of them, however, political Midwest Refining

conditions are holding back
progress, and it seemed from
my observation that in those
districts where the Ku Klux
Klan is strongest that progress
is slowest. In Savannah, for
example, there was a city election during our stay. Savannah
is greatly in need of community
The
effort and
election was one of the most
bitter I have ever witnessed.
We have thought some of our
New Mexico elections bitter,
and even here, in Albuquerque
there have been a few which
we thought red hot, but they
were pink tea affairs compared
to that in Savannah. As one of
the climaxes visited every negro church and school and post
ed the skull and cross bones on
the doors. On some the sign of
These
death was painted.
siirns were lettered "This is a
white man's election, keep
out." In this election, however,
crowd won, a
the
Ithough they were not permit
ted to have their candidates'
names minted on the ballots.
The voters wrote the names of
their favorite candidates and
won with that means.
"There is no dontting the
;

anti-machi-

ne

big gas well.

company's

$250,000 FOR
INDIANS
WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan.
27. The sum of $250,000 has
been appropriated by congress

for promotion of civilization
and suDDort anion? the. Indians

of the Mescalero reservation in

Otero county, New Mexico.
Both the senate and the house
passed the bill several months
ago and the senate on Friday
night concurred in the house
amendments.
The money will be expended
by the department of ' the interior and will remain available
for five years. ,
,

strength of the Ku Klux Klan,

and there is equally no doubt
of its menacing influence upon
our institutions of lawful and
orderly government. It is the
feeling in the south, or in those
Aiahriat I visited that Governor
Parker of Louisiana la a cour
ageous and wise governor, and
thinking people generally are
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Static is due
A great deal of
to machine faults, either in the Receiver, or Tubes. A GREDE CR-- 9 ReceivStatic. The
er elimates this
basic principles on which GRECS Receivers are built are sound. It is the
Finest Receiving Set made. To be
worthy of this distinctions set must
bear three Characteristics:

r)

-

I

.

United Ktatas
board out of
New Tort "will hereafter ba iacpectsd
by the United States Department, of
Ap;
Afrlcaltara, it s annonnced.
proxteUely CSCO ponsUs at fruits
and sftabl a month are consumed
toajth ll larje vessels In this service.
ajrangsmenu art also under way to
make federal inspections of produce
consumed la army and navy hospitals
In New Tork. The Inspection service'
of the Department of Agriculture has
mads tremendous growth since Its Inauguration In ,1017, when inspection
offices were opened at New York,
Ohlcaro,
Philadelphia, v washlntton,
aaaneapolis, Kansas pity and Fort
Worth. About 0,000 inspections were
made daring the first sight months
of the service, and 80 stations were

anlpS

c?rn

-

,

;:

MANHATTAN CAFE

has all of these feav
tures. The last feature is of the greatest importance. Unpleasant interruptions, so common in cheaper and inferior sets, are unknown with a GREBE.

married.
But further than announc
ing their engagement neither
BILL OUT OF ORDER one would announce their fut
ure plans, although rumors.
current in film and newspaper
weddinarw
indicate the ...
circles,
an
LOWER HOUSE
BURSU7.1

arid ask for Mr. Seymour, and arrange for a demonstration.
"Two-Five- ,"

be

Aj8orted Steaks, and Griddle Cakes, and doughnuts fat and round;
s
cheer, in "EATS", that's clean and sound.
TJnited here is
Jomp in for lunch; we have a hunch that you will call again.
meals we serve will help your nerve and never give you pain. '
Bad Cooking or Sloppy Stews are served in HERE, old pard.
'phis rhyme will shor you where to go so remember this little card.

PENSION

OF

high-clas-

11

CON win De witnm a short time.
When both film stars rant
GRESS RESPONSIBLE FOR
ed an interview to newspaper
PRESIDENT'S VETO
men, tnanie bluntly
-

said

WASHINGTON, Jan.
The senate pensions committee
on Wednesday reported Senate
Bill 4305, the general pensions
act, with recommendation that
it be passed as amended by the
committee.
This bill was pre
pared and introduced by Sena
tor Bursum, chairman of the
committee, in lieu of the act re
cently vetoed by ;. President
Harding. The record shows
some of the features in the or
iginal bill objected to by President Harding, were the results
of amendments by the house
These objectionable features
have been eliminated in the
new bill as drafted.
In that
form, it was submitted to the
secretary of the interior for
criticism and recommendations.
Committee amendments have
31.-

Concerts every night.

OTTO
GORJPANY
........

RADIO DEPARTMENT
We have a full line of acces-

IF

"We're engaged." whereunbn

YOU WANT A STEAK, COME, AND YOU GET

J

the criticisms of the inter
ior department, the committee
met

announcement and when pressed for details terminated the
nterview in a typioal "close- up" and "fade away."

MANHATTAN CAFE

.

AWWOUWCEBftEHT

believes.

The report of the ' depart
ment snows on the rolls on De
cember 31, 1922. as pensioners.
Many, a
total of 455,018 persons in
cluding veterans, nurses and
Widows of the War of 1812.
add a the Mexican war and the Civil

NEW STATE ADDED TO UNION

g

Washing
longer necessary The
finest work at a very moderate cost we now offer in
our modern laundry.
Clothes clean and sweet
with no more trouble than
telephoning for our delir- ery wagon. Try us with
this week's wash.
I no

GALLOP STEAM
;

LAUIIDItY
PHONE 16

It. has been found possible to
state to the Union without increasing
the number of commonwealths. The
answer to this enigmatical statement is
found In the annual report of the reclamation service, declares the PittsIn the twenty
burgh Oasette-Tlmeyears of its existence it has made
1,875,000 acres to blossom and produce,
where up to the time the service was
inaugurated. the land grew only sage
brush end was inhabited only by the
Jack rabbits,' the coyote, the prairie
dog and the rattlesnake. Where there
was desert now there are nearly 32,000
farms. The crops produced last year
on reclaimed areas were of value of
nearly $100,000,000. From an agricul
tural standpoint a state, measured by
productiveness, has been added equal
to that of West Virginia or the combined values of the crops of Vermont
and Connecticut, It is significant, too,
that the value of the crops grown on
Irrigated land averaged $48.25 an acre,
against $14.52 an acre for the ten leadland In the
ing crops on
United States. This but recounts the
achievements of the reclamation service and does not Include projects under private enterprise.
While it is true that the enterprises
which have been carried out were the
most feasible probably, by no means
have the possible projects for reclamation through Irrigation been exhausted.
,

A REAL OPPORTUNITY

war.,

..

During the Bix months pre
ceding, the loss by death of all
classes on the rolls was 21.728.
On December 31, widows of
the War of 1812 numbered 43,
survivors of the Mexican war
62, widows, 1,744.
An analysis of statistics by
the ' bureau of pensions indi

cates at least three-fourtof
me tivii war survivors are 78
years old or more.
d
o
in isuo, neany
me uivu war widows on pension were 70 years of age or
hs

one-thir-

more.

.

Senator Bursum said that
this bill would require an additional appropriation of only
$45,uou,ooo for the first year
and that after the second year
mere would be no additiona
cost, since the present death
rate of more than 43,000 a year
win equalize the increases au
thorized.

Says the Times of El Paso:
"It comes as something of
shock to realize that there is

going to be trout fishinor in the

tha'la

One of the foremost manufacturers Rin Ornnrfp Alan tViot
.
-HI- v
i
U.iii.uiJ nuwinwiw- BiMtBKV
uuiteries ui9
an opening to establish an exclusive wntPr .1 thnt "Yer 01 a
It's hard to tell which is to be pre dlatrftntin
fnr Onllun. Npnr aiure OI 4 degrees. ACCOM
ferred-t- he
chronic grouch or the man Mexico, and vicinity. The battery is ling to Thomas P. Gable. State
who thinks it is his duty to be so well known, nationally advertised and game warden of New Mexico.
is standard equipped on many popular
Hi fivai
hn
iMf
.

nrlrH

cheerful all the time that he's silly cars.
J1!?
It IS guaranteed by a compsny
mucn 01 the time.
with a long established reputation, below the dam .With 30,000
and extend the aid rain DOW trout, El Paso fisher- "Are the ' directions clear to you
lllntlfIA
nl iaA
W61
v m
new Jefferson?" Taa.iah. all ex- inauirr involves no 0Er7in!Jtlon,.Yo?J
abUntlon and will
""1L
In
,
" m wl W1.B
cept one thing, doctsh. Was I to take be considered eonfidential
Wot de- dose little pills externally or brio tails p. oiE 887.
M
years by taking a four hour

,.

-

tlla-

i?"-Ju- dje.

r

Betty Wales and Peggy Paige Dresses in all the New
Spring Models and Materials. Prices
KNOX AND GAGE HATS
Knox Sailors and Gage Dress Hats now on Display.

tnem.

rriced Right

OC TO

C

OOO

Come in and

see

.

;

ENTIRELY NEW

Something , Entirely New in Ladies' Spring Wraps, and Sport- Coats,
also Sport Suits,
Dress Suits and Sport Skirts,' with Sweaters to
Match.
-

PHOENIX HOSIERY
New Shipment of Ladies' Phoenix Hosiery in all
Shades, Priced from

7K C TO (60 OK

'

.

MefiDj

NEW CURTAIN SCREENS
We Have now on Display, New Curtain Screens, Marquisette, Laces
and Nets, also Fancy Cretones and Sunfast Draperies in all the New
Materials.
WASH MATERIALS

Wash Materials for Ladies' and Children's Dresses, include French
Ratines in Plain and Fancy Weaves, in all the
EE,, AND UP
Prices
Leading Colors.
Uncrushable Shrunk Linens,
Colors, priced at

LINENS
36-inch- es

'

wide, in all

ftl
eJXeO

OK PER YD.

j

GINGHAMS

French Ginghams and Crepes in a wide range of
Checks and Plaids, priced at

OE

t AND. UP

lmPer

imn

,

SPRING DRESSES

;

"UNCLE" TOM'S FISH

ride."

hv

"

IT

Miss Negri affirmed Chaplin's

-

sories.

Back-Breakin-

.

.

CR-- 9

Report

el

-

-

Wide Receiving Range;
2. --Reception in all Wave Lengths;
3. --Reception without Distortion.

Interesting Fast, Unknown to
Wat Brought Out by Recent

C

n

.

,

1. --Nation

NOTE:

n
.t-:- s

'

so-call- ed

Call

ducii;goil vells

w

(Farmington Times-HustleWANT local saUreo-r-l
for now aci earns-b- i
T. B. Hall, who recently re velopment of oil production in
Loiudoli artklo.
turned from a trip to Oklaho this field; has sold one tractfof
Pro-f;- ti
Immowlat
tare
acres
Missou
itw
Texas
for
ma, Kansas,
and
11,150,000.00.
posipermaneat
ri in the interest of the oil de We mention this to show the
tion. If you can reprevelopment here was seen by financial ability of the men in
sent me enchuhredjr, I
representative oi this paper this syndicate to do the things
WILL MAKE YOU AN
'.
undertake.
mis week and gave some inter- they
i:svza ts--.
Mr. Hall informs us that a
eating information concerning
MADS
FOHS
to salesof
these
or
tne plans
himself and asso group
big producers
Write
at oaca
people.
ciates. He found it necessary and operators will arrive here
Da In operation at important ter
Toll ma
for
parueuflart.
this coming week and that they; minal markets.
on nis return here to make
:
all about yoorselres. I
are
to
e
to
out
witn
Santa
work
the
of
vjew
f
coming,
trip
want ?-- eat who la
some of the details of their buying, acreage and starting
j
BSCOGNIZ3 EH
not afrsll of Work for
;. : v
operations on it just as soon as
plans.
A
big CASH rerturn.
boob
believes
is
who
a
can
a
deals
be closed and etiuinperson
In every oil field he visited
that machinery or merchandise manument
on
the
One
put
while away he found a large
ground.
EARLS M.' SKLFEIDGE
factured abroad can be marketed in
i " SSI Atiaatie Avenue
number of those engaged in oi of these companies whose re this country without injury to Ameripresentative will be among can merchandise, manufacturers and
Bsstea t, Mat.
production were already alive those
to the work being done in the
coming how have six hun investors in American industrial.
Springfield (Mo.) Repu olicsn.
Farmington field and anxious dred producing wells.
to get first hand information
from an experienced man from CHAIUJE AND POLA
this field. - It is also interesting
ENGAGSD, CHAPLIN
to. know thatT at least one of
FINALLY ADMITS
these men since the formation
.......
of the organization in which
DEL MONTE. CAL' Jan. 29
here's
to
the place
feed your face and get your money's worth
they are jointly interested and
plight
ay saying "We're engaged,"
which has for its object the de vuniue
vuapua, ium comegeach meal is right, we treayou white, and serve the best on earth;
dian, and Pola Negri. Polish
gelected pies for hungry guys, the kind that mother made,
screen star, confirmed persist
CRITICISM OF THE
ent rumors that they were to
rphe best of Veal, and good Oatmeal, Ice Clesm and Lemonade,
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General Summary, Yea, 1822
Patients remaining in hob- 88
For Those) Who Worship
nits Jan. I. wzz
Parents admitted during
, At Gallup Churchos
.1034
current yer
.1070
Total
Patients remaining in HospiDAPTI3T CHURCH
tal Jan. 1, 1928 ...
- 30
REV. V. B. CLARK, Pastor
Patients discharged durin
992
current year
New location, pastor's "home, 205
ratienia aiea aunng
Foch Avenue, third house from east
current year:
end of Maloney Avenue, North Side.
26
Insitutional .....-- l
v
22 48
Within 48 hrs
Bible School, 9:45 A. M.
Horning Worship, 11 A. M.
426 ,
Operations
B. Y. P. U., 6:30 P. M.
829
cases
Evening worship, 7:30 P. M.
Laboratory Examinations ,.1088
Midweek Bible Study. Prayer Ser
51
WaMermann Tests
vice and Choir practice, Thursday, 7
84
Births
P. M.
Full-pa- y
648
eases
.
A hearty welcome awaits you.
Part-pa-y
.
cases
74
863
1..,
Charity cases
METHODIST CHURCH
Total
John Witt Hendrix. Pastor
'.
!:,."'''!
o .
Sunday school at 9:46 A. M.
THEIR ONLY WAY OUT
Public Worship 11 A. M. and 7:30
The "world continues to hear the
P. M. i
need
Allies
the
the
Europeans ssy
Choir
Thursday 7:30 P. M
influence of Uncle Sam, but it fails to W. M. Practice,
Society meets every Thursday
see the Allied powers taking the at 2:30 P. M. v
necessary steps to obtain it. Jf Europeans would talk less about war and
more about business and going to METHODIST ANNOUNCEMENTS
John W. Hendrix, Pastor
work, they might get somewhere with
-- Bluefield
the United
(W. '
This is to set forth some of the
Va.) Telegraph.
things that are to happen over our
way on next Sunday.
AND YELLING FOR MORE!
At 9:45 in the morning the SunEurope must first help herself, de- day school opens its session. Arclares Mr. J. P. Morgan. And ap- rangements are made to offer difparently the first thing to which she ferent forms of interest, such as musis helping herself is the eleven billions ic of different kinds, readings and
ahe owes Uncle Sam. Boston Tran- recitations, etc., A class and a wel'
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SHOE REPAIRING
SHOE MENDING
BY EXPEBT WORKMEN

We po Automobile
Curtain Repair Work
All Work Guaranteed

CITY ELECTRIC,
SHOE SHOP

AND GET THE DEST MEATS THAT MONEY CAN BUY

'

P. A. MAZZA, Prop.

come

'

'

'

HATS
ARE THE CROWNING PIECE OF
When the Proper HAT is worn she has that
appearance
In Our Stock Are HATS SUITABLE FOR EVERY OCCASION
Is Our Pleasure to Show Our Hats
COME IN-- Jt
j
well-dresse- d

.

?

,'
.

PRICES REASONABLE
articles
Will continue to carry a full line of hand-mad- e
V
HEMSTITCHING and PICOTTNG
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN STRICT ATTENTION
.

all.

CHURCH OF THE HOLY

SPIRIT

J. G. Dowie
Sexaeesima Sunday, February 4.
A. M.
.....8.
Holy Communion
9:45 A. M
Church School .
Oinral Celebretion of Holy
Rev. A.

and Sermon

Communion

...11

A. M.

The Dramatic Club will present
Booth Tarkington's
Comedy "ihe
Ghost Story" at the Strand Theatre,
February 12th at 8 P. M.
It is a clean, sparkling play of
American youth at its best.

COOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQg

BACGN

LUMBER, HARDWARE, BUILDING
MATERIAL, MINE SUPPLIES, PAINT,

PLASTER

There will be two periods of pub
GLASS, CEMENT,
lic worship during the day, one at
11 A. M., another at 7:30 P. M. In
the morning the choir will render sev- GIBSON NEWS NOTES
eral numbers from the Hymnal and
several specials. At this hour the
(Herald Correspondence)
pastor will deliver a sermon,
using
a. kia tliAMk "PtiirvVtAt;. A n.liAmf
"
Or, to put it plainly, just what has . A number of Miss Lola Sie-bel- 's
A. J. McMahon, Prop.
been the part played by the prophet?
many friends surprised
For whence has he come ? Just where
afshower
a
with
her
Saturday
is his authority invested? This is a
second sermon of a series of which ternoon. Late in the afternoon
Do
Moves,
last Sunday was the first, with this a lovely luncheon was served.
theme. "The Foolishness of Preach Among the guests present were
ing." Quite an audience had pleasure the Misses Elizabeth
Bryden,
in the first, and the second is open to
Flora Crockett, Velma Crockyou.' !.'..
In the evening the choir lias ar ett, Virginia Brewis, Katherine
-:- ranged some special music. We are Clarke, Frankie, Clarke, Helen
to have a duet by Mesdames Gardi- Brown, Ollie Ward and Miss
ner and Curto, and Mr. Floyd Ambrose will furnish some music on his Lola and Anna Laurie Siebel.
Mrs. Jeuck, of Pueblo, Colo.,
Saxaphone. At this hour the pastor
the Manzano National Forest,
win discuss a subject that has been ia visiting her daughter, Mrs. RAMAH NEWS NOTES was here on business this week.
treated by many m modern times: H. G. Grouting for a few days,
Mrs. Chapmon, of Bluewater
"Does God Doom Men to Hades?"
;
(Special to The Herald).
Let's get this matter straight. It will after which she will leave for
come with her family to
has
aid you to understand the position the coast to spend the winter.
for spend several weeks visiting
left
Fallon
Zora
Miss
ne noids to be present at this service.
Melvin Crouch and Miss Loshe her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hank
The church is located at the cor- la Siebel weremarried in Gal- Gallup Saturday, where
can be with her mother who is Clawson, of Ramah.
ner of Aztec and South Third Street (
and the hours are 11 A. M. and 7:30 lup Saturday morning, this recovering from a serious oper
P. M. The church enjoyed this com' young couple have already ation.
UP NATION'S WEALTH
pument the other week by a new started house keeping at Shaft
AJtadio concert was enjoyed SIZING
comer. "This church is always clean No.
had a
the
where
5;
groom
and warm."
nouse ani iur-nish- Tuesday night by the people of Middle Atlantle 8tates Have Largest
nice lour-rooradio
Income, With Nevada at the End
and ready for his bride. Ramah. This isin the first
town and
be installed
to
the
of the List
Mrs. Adrews, of the Gibson the concerts which were heard
CHURCH IN CHRIST
'
on
is
to
able
be
force
Store
duty from the far-o- ff
(Congregational)
What is the richest part of the Unit
broadcasting
LEWIS A. STARK. Minister .
again, after a severe attack of station were vastly interesting; ed States the richest, that is, in the
the Grippe.
over two hundred persons gath- sense of having the largest Income!
"Worship is Preparation for Service" , The Jazz band are giving a
Probubly most people would have no
ered to hear them.
"THE COMMUNITY CHURCH"
answering this question.
"hard times dance" tonight at Miss Blanche Lewis Clawson difficulty in
Middle
That
Atlantic states have
the
the
and
Gibson
Theatre,
9:45 Junior Church Worship with the
to her family in Ra- the largest amount of liquid cash
returned
a fine reel of motion pictures.
boys will have a Radio installed mah after regaining. her health would naturally be expected from their
10:00 Church School with classes for the
occasion, and try danc after three month's illness.
Bee-son
great population and industrial develfor all ages and needs, Mr. H. H.
Radio.
by
and Mrs. John O'Brien, Superin- ing
Tom Palmer and opment And from this standpoint the
Postmaster
Preston Hymes has moved in Cecil
Middle Atlantic states are the most
tendents. Last Sunday we had 98 pre
Moore, of Tinaja were in
set. Let's eo over the 100 mark this to the house recently vacated
prosperous, and, as would be expected,
on
two
week
last
Ramah
days
week)
New York, with an income of more
the James Brewis family. business.
11:00 Morning Worship with a ser by
than $8,000,000,000, leads ail the rest,
enter
Mrs.
Kettle
Charley
mon by the pastor on: "Disobeying
The opening meeting of the whereas Nevada, with $66,000,000,
Great Convictions." Special music. tained Miss Myrtle Bell and Mr
Fri- brings up at the tall of the procession.
7:80 "Worth While" Service. Boys Bell at dinner Saturday even- Commercial Club was held
of- The figures have recently been com
new
film
the
Scout
26th,
finest
the
with
Boy
-.
day,
January
J."night
piled by Dr. Wesley O. Mitchell and
ever made, "The Knights of the ing.
The
their
ficers
places.
taking
Mrs. Ed McMullen spent
published by the National Bureau of
Square Table." Mr. Sam Woods will
program
interesting
following
Economic Research.
give the evening talk for the boys. Tuesday at the home of Mrs was enjoyed by everyone.
Tet there Is another way in which
There will be the songs which boys B. F. Wamsley in Gallup.
Song, "In The Air", by the Pri- to gauge prosperity and perhaps, upon
like, together with special music. All
Brock
iust
installed
has
Joe
boys are cordially invited to be our a fine Radio in his home at No mary grades, under the ' direc- the .whole, it is a more satisfactory
tion of Mrs. Munger.
special guests and no man or woman
test. That Is the per capita distribuwho loves boys will want to be ab 5, so Joe now belongs to the Recitation
Davis
Norman
Is that section the richest which
tion.
"
Vana
"TnAin
''
i.
sent.
",
has the largest aggregate income or
Pres.
Mowrer
Address:
Miss Frankie Clarke, of Gal
income Is
Song, "Long Years Ago", by that in which the individual
lup spent the week end with girls of the primary grades.
the largest? Probably most philosoMiss Helen Brown at Gibson.
view.
Mrs. Daune Hamblin phers would Incline to the latter states
Mr. and Mrs. Deny Pitts are Reading
And In this regard the Pacific
"The Radio On Cactus Flat" have a
slight advantage over the Midleaving Thursday for Denver, Talk
E. Z. Vogt dle Atlantic $706 as compared with
where they expect to locate.
Laura Lambson $673. Tet New York state, with an
Mrs. Melvin Crouch, of Shaft Recitation
Music
Myrtle Bond average Income per person of $874, Is
No. 6, was visiting her mother,
still at the head of the list
Selection
Organ
Seibel
Mrs. Henry
Tuesday.
This study also discloses the earn' Mrs. Rudie Humis and Mrs. Comic Recitation
which, in some parts
ings
Abner Davis of theof farmers, are
Webb Ashton, of Gallup, were
high as Incomes
country,
Bloomfield
Clara
Recitation
In 1919 farmers In the Pacific
Gibson visitors Thursday afgo.
An airplane flew over Ra states averaged $2,800 a year and In
ternoon.
Miss Beatrice Porter enter- mah Saturday, which seemed the West North Central states, $2,300.
few remaining agriculturists
tained a number of her friends to be headed towards El Paso.a The
who are attempting to scratch a living
1 ne plane appeared to be
evenat a taffy-pu- ll
Thursday
"Cutis Oriole" type and was from the discouraging hills of New
:
ing.
third machine which has England are obliged to content themthe
Dave McMullen has returned
selves with $1,160, while Alabama and
these parts.
from Trinidad, Colorado where penetrated
Mississippi yield trielr farmers less
of
Forest
Ranger Brennon,
he has been visiting friends for
than $900 a year. World's Work.
"
some time.

We"
So
"The World
QUICK SERVICE
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Mrs. Ben Wilson of Gallup
was visiting at the George Gardener home Thursday.
Chas. Kettle and Miss
Myrtle Bell were guests at a
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Dr. Gaines recently.

Pay Lsd For Your SHOES

F. LUMMIS'' GREAT HISTORY

WILSON
Mark Sullivan writes that
Wilann
fmla Inclined, "to show
lilmt
Mr, Harding how an
should behave." And pernaps, alter
all, Mr. Wilson is only fair about it!
Mr. Harding's w&olesome,
nol-

"EARLY AMERICAS"

icies are showing Mr. Wilson how real
presidents snouia oenave. ' urana ; in;i
land (Neb.) Independent

"Spanish Pioneers"

SHOWING

I

CHARLES

SOMETHING

ON

ex-Pr- e-

-

Woman Now If you dont leave at
once. Wl call my huband, and he used

BOOK ENTITLED

.

to tlay football at Larvard. Tramp-La- dy,
if yooN love yer husband, don't;
I used ' to play wid Yale
use

Colorado Dodo.

.
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ttix U- -i xr were
urred tfctt tils r:v: ntit n neutral.
a movement for judiciil - '.Then, wty ia God's name
n;vc5Ti- - Kiite
t
determination
cf Gerrzxny's in- asset we ttxy neutral today?.
GAT2 L .ZPUZLICATO DY DZICCA- - demnity and then,
under prin- Why car-- tt
we look at this
jUORICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION. HBW TOU CRY. M. Y, AND CHICAGO. ILL.
r:o fitty-fitt-y
ciples embodied in the league from an Antrictn viawpolntT,
OF NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION
of nations, guarantee France WKy should toe 1 here grow
COMMITTEES SIC 'EM, TIGS!
Buainass Manager and Assistant Editor
A. H. CABTZIt, against assault.
maudlin over
mawkish
't Etor and Assistant Manager1.
COSGE A. BYUS,
Owen said the allied leaden Germany when all that is be--.
M . Jan. 29. In what way have we refused
SANTA
FE.
N.
CLIFFORD M. CABTER,
Superintendent lief hsnlral Department
The only thing had let Germany's war guilty ing demanded of her is what
During the discussion over to
the senate amendments to the that they have ever passed is rulers escape unpunished, but she promised to pay 'and that
BURSUM'S MASTER SPEECH
Investigation Resolution to the a bill to pay them their salaries. had put the war's burdens upon the mere cost of restoring the
house making the membership That is all they have ever pass- the present and unborn genera- damage she did t .a
(National Tribune)
of each commission three re- ed. They say we are going to tions of Germany. This, he de"1 am not speaking my pri
to
week
the publicans and three democrats, bring a comptrollers bill
We give up a great deal of our space this
in clared, was a manifest injustice vate convictions alone. I am
up
publicantion In full of Senator Bursum s magnificent speech in instead of four democrats to seven days. They have been which he urged be remedied by speaking, I think, the views of
discussion of
the Senate on justice and gratitude to the veterans and their two republicans as proposed by saying that ever since the first a
the men who fought under one
widows. It is well worth the space. The Chamber of the the house, the republican posi day of the session.
in France, and I believe the
flag
august Senate of the United Cites has listened to many power tion was fully set out by Sen
"I admit that the governor "Why this sudden outburst views of those who died therev
ful and convincing speeches on questions of the highest public ate Floor Leader Phillips.
of the state is an able business of sympathy for Germany 7 ' "We are
forgetting our own
interest. It has never, howevesr heard anything more perti
Mr. Phillips' remarks were in man. I say that the people of Reed demanded. ""In recent
there in France,
lying
dead,
in
or
more
its
conclusive
more
more
some
of
senate
pre- answer to a retort
nent,
logical,
just
Democra New Mexico didn't ask for a speeches in the
by
to give our symwe
when
bein
sentation of its particular subject than the speech of Senator tic Floor Leader Zinn.
political investigation. They the speakers have sided with pathy, to the German murderan
to
Eorsum. As
the Senator Wright asked Sena asKed for a constructive legis France, but more with Ger
oratorical, plea it win add immensely
ers who are today facing the
reputation of Senator Bursum and place him in the front rank tor Zinn if the senate, amend lation.
many. We should forget both
penalties they themselves inof the real thinkers and doers of the Senate. This is aside from ments did not provide a bipart
and the
the way, the platform the
"By
curred.
,;
the natural Sentimental praise that the veterans and their wid isan commission of three from containing o many so many
view of it and stick to
- "If unborn Germans' must
ows will have for a powerful advocate in the upper House of each
We
are
view.
the
still
contained
promises
only two,
party saying, "you
Congress.
have fifty-fiftisn't that what one about a direct primary law forgetting Germany's crimes pay the cost of a war for which
men
will
of whatever shade of opinion
be im you wanti"
Thinking
that you can't get a democrat and why France found it nec they had no sort of responsibilpressed and convinced by the Senator's forceful presentation,
how about
the unborn
ities,
"That's just what we don't to talk about. Have you seen essary to invade the Ruhr.
.
x
a
by his logic and his conclusions.
wno
must pay,
aiso
Americans
to
re
was
senate
able
want," responded Zinn. "All any Primary Law from the "The
this bunk about trying to save House or from the Senate Min strain its sympathies when in Seed asked. He contrasted the
AVOID 1923 DEFICIT
money is pure bunk. We want ority? They have heard from 1914 Belgium was invaded nor German method in 1914 with
an investigation by democrats." the people at home and they thern France was laid waste, the French methods in the Ruhr
and even when our German and said there could be no mor
WASHINGTON, Jan. 20. A possibility that the Federal
This was greeted by ap won't talk about it now."
avoid
a
deficit
the
friends, with whom we were al comparison between them.
government may completely
pre plause on the Republican side
during
sent fiscal year and start the new year on July 1, "with a bal after which Mr. Phillips sum GERf.IAII SYT.7ATDY
ance on the right side of the ledger," was suggested by Pres med up the Republican posi
"THE WORLD DO MOVE."
ident Harding today m amessage read at a conference of offi tion as follows:
NOT YET .
cials of the budget bureau and of other government agencies
Mr. President. It now ap
The crying need of this day and age are laws in keeing
which hold the reins of public expenditure.
WASHINGTON. D. C with the needs
we have the full at
that
pears
of progress. Science is far in advance of existThe figures for the fiscal year up to January 15, as an titude of the Democratic min- America should revive the art
laws.
has
pace with our laws. Proof
Progress
ing
nounced in the President's message showed estimated expend ority of the Senate with from of minding its own business so
of this assertion, or this claim, is seen every day. We have the
tures of $3,574,132 as against estimated receipts of S3.481.959 the
Senator from Santa Fe far as the French coercive
what to do with it. We have fly-ni- g
Whereas at the beginning of the 12 month period it had County. The minority leader movement against Germany is wireless, and just learning
know
what to do with them. We have
macines, and don't
been estimated that expenditures dunng the year would ex has stated that a fifty-fift- y
pro- concerned, and out of respect radio macines, and don t know wnat to ao witn tnem. we are
ceed receipts by $698,000,000, the President said, as matters
was exactly what they to the Americans who died in loominor hnnr tn nrnHurff ta. frnm the element of the atmos
now stand this deficit will not exceed S92.000.000 at the outisde position
did not want. In other words, France, should let the Ger phere, a gas that will not burn, nor explode, and aon t Know
With only five weeks intervening before final
they do not think that the Re mans suffer whatever is neces- what to do with it. We are learning how to distribute motive
of Congress Republican leaders of the Senate today
publican majority in this Sen sary to make them pay repara- power by electrical waves, and yet we stand amazed, not knowto utilize exery possible means to bring about a pass ate
ought to be accorded the tions, Senator David Reed, ing what to do with it. We know that the action of mind has
age oi three principal pieces of legislation, the Lenroot-Ande- r
same .privilege as the Democra Pennsylvania, the only World power over matter, and that each thought produces a wave, yet
son rural credits bill, the army appropriation measure and the tic
war veteran in the senate, de we do not know how to make use of these waves. Strange to
majority in the House.
pending shipping legislation.
in a fiery speech.
clared
have
stated
further
say that criminals are the first to take advantage of every inven
They
exbodies quibSenators
who
have
that
what
of every achievement of science.
expressed
tion,
they
ultimately
WHY TAXES? We have it that property owners in Gal
to do was to have an in- a degree of sympathy for Ger ble over trifles and let science travel without due appreciation.
pected
are
lup
contemplating raising rents in order to meet the ever vestigation conducted by dem many and have criticised the The masses are ignorant. The masses stand by,
increasing rate of taxes. Property owners in Gallup are being ocrats of the State of New Mex- French, too soon forget the and amazed, and console themselves that something supernataxed more and more with each and every annual budget, yet
I
that not- crimes for which Germany has tural is at work. The only reason for "supernatural" excuses,
tne main improvements are paid for direct by property owners ico, am convinced
is because of our inability to understand, or of our failure to
of the not yet paid, he said.
the
verdict
withstanding
Then, why are taxes? With taxes high and going higher, pronow
for
our
friend
that
from
Germany
Sympathy
polls
comprehend. Many years ago, the song of the farmer boy
Quay
owners paying for all substantial improvements
perty
by having County likes to talk about, that is like "sending flowers to a would come back in echo, and this fact remained a mystery for
.
.
..
- Ji
11
w mg up ine com casn, is it any wonoer mat we now lace a all the wisdom in
.the world is murderer and forgetting his ages. It was science to explain. Later we learned that an
raise in rents? The monev must come from some olace. Hie-- not
in the democrats of victim and the crime that has echo was simply a sound wave. Then science tracked along till
vested
cost oi taxes, and nigh cost of all living expenses always come this
I believe that brought" him to justice," Reed now we can follow sound waves. And, among it all, we are
out oi tne pocicets oi tne poor, or rent class, let Gallup is if legislature.
want and in said.
democrats
the
standing at the very bottom of progress, wondering at our own;
iuii oi people wno vote tor high taxes and high cost of living,
of
of
The
former
officials,
young
insignificance in comparison at the great big world about us.?
major
public
thinking that they are not the ones hit. How long will we have vestigation
to
bounced
If it was possible for our laws to keep pace with scientific;
et
them
of
literally
artillery
investigate
public
to live before we learn that the burden of taxation is always
we would be living several himired years in adachievements
Senator
his
when
ficials
of
feet
Owen,
what
repardless
party
piacea on tne snouiaers ot the poor and rent class?
x
they may belong to. As I said Oklahoma, finished a speech vance of our present predicament.
we believe that the peoIMPROVING : Since Jennings and Poe "took the bull by before,
ple of New Mexico have a right
the horns" and went after bootleggers we can see considerable to
BEING SPENT BY SOUTHERN PACIFIC
investigation,
Not
so
near
much mooshine poison being sold to aa fair
improvement.
investigation, that will
now. Bootleggers are not near so numerous. Before Jennings
truth and
and Poe "took the bull by the horns" it was a common thing give isthe people the
FOR NOT EQlUPiiENT TO SERVE WESTuI STATES
to
calculated
done if
that
be
for a bootlegger to meet his customer on the street and deliver the
is
to
accorded
ma
the
right
a bottle. Before Jennings and Poe "took the bull bv the honra"
of the Senate which has
bootleggers would go into places where their customers were jority
been accorded to the majority
and deliver the stuff in broad-ope- n
is of the House. And when
day light. i lThis paper
.'
n
Ik.
tne vuiy yayvi iu uus aecuuii mati ii as aavocaiea tne enforce ask that a committee be they
apment of the Constitutional amendment the Volstead Act. This
in. .the consistency of
pointed
is
in
the
this
section
that
endorses
the action
paper
only paper
of Jennings and Poe, even though they have to go after boot- what they are seeking,
investigation, and then the
leggers by the "bull and horn" method. Quibling over legal leader
of their party gets up
i
f V.
technicalities will never catch a bootlegger. The only way to in
the Senate and says they do
to
after
is
and
them.
go
bootleggers
go
get
not want an investigation in
which the republicans have an
CANINE NUISANCE:
is
blessed or cursed,
Gallup
equal hand, but what they
as you may look at it, with more worthless cur dogs than just
any
other town in the state, regardless of population. If all of want and expect to get is in
said canines carried a "dog tax badge," there is no doubt they vestigation of republicans exwould be considered a blessing, and our city taxes and ex clusively by democrats, they so
very plainly show, as I have
penses would De taken care of without having to go down in said
before that it was political
our "jeans" and dig the wherewith. But, if they are not taxed,
bunk
and in their various adthen they are a curse to the community. There are excep- missions
they said that bunk is
tions of course, as there are a number of valuable animals of bunk.
this discription in our midst, but they. are looked . after by their
"Now it seems to me that if
owners ana are not allowed to run at large at all hours of the
day and night, becoming a menace as well as a nuisance. What's there is an honest desire upon
the matter of having a general "round up" of the "purps" and the part of the party that wasJ
One of the Southern Paelflo Company's tremendous new
those not licensed and tagged sent by the nearest route to the chosen by the people in the last
typo locomotives, fifty of
Company In recent months, standing beside ths tiny "Col la P.
election, to have these resolu
"JT" r,H01,ed
2,l0i!V
dog heaven."
'ooemotlve
named
after
one
.1k
of
msmbera
tions passed and have an investha
of the Bio Four, who
!?
.P,0",p
built rJ?
Pacific and other Southern Paelflo lines. Thla contrast llluttrstea ths irV.t
committigation by
progreee made by tha eountry'a leading rallroada In development of equipment"
GEN. DAUGIIERTY
reports were current m tees, because that is what they
sources close to the attorney say in this, resolution, they
A S a resnlt ot the equipment Pacific Company's established pol- this
general that his illness would wrote it, we didn't, and they
construction of which
HAY RESIGN
- construcnon program recent-- icy of providing our customers with was yeasbut
result in his resignation. It is admit that they do not want an
delayed by unsettled Indusannounced for the Southern the best equipment obtainable."
ly
trial
conditions in the East With
said that he desires to leave investigation by anything but
Pacific Company by Win. Sproula,
Included in the new freight train the completion ot these and the
the cabinet in order to recoup democrats. And I am for an in
president of the Company, a great- equipment announced today are 6330 ordered for, next year the
fro;.
his personal finances and that vestigation if there is any rea
ly lacreased amount of rolling stock 2600 box cars, 500 stock cars. 950 Pacific Fruit Express will have
will be made araOable to western gondola cars, 600 logging cars, and more than 27,500 cars for
he will not delay the work of son for it, but I think that they
handling
shippers and travelers during the 75 cabooses.
irun uu vegsiaoies irom the Pad-flWASHINGTON, Jan. 27 his department by leaving the ought to stand by their guns.
year 1S23. Freight and passenger
Coast
in
1923.
The new.
The Western
rolling stock
This
investiga
train cars, representing an invest- - includes 60 passenger
Attorney office virtually vacant during
.(United. Press)
steel coaches for local Pacific will release Paelflo Fruit
General Daugherty has been a long illness. One report
ment of 112,000.000 have been service, 16 steel
was tion talk is mere camouflage.
coaches for main Express cars supplying some 2.000
ordered by the. Company for 1923 line
ordered to bed for an indefin-at- e that he would retire soon after Let's get down to the heart of
through service, 10 steel diners, of Its own Instead, thus giving a
the
Pacific
for
Company's
deUrery
11 steel buffet baggage cars, 85 l??.1. 0' 30,000 cars where now
period by Brig.. Gen. Saw- the house exonerated him of the thing. If an investigation
System.
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yer, President Harding's phy- the impeachment
charges
sician, because of a "dangerous-con- which was done a few days
dition
of high blood ago..
with complications."! MfliKrVi ortv'n nonr rnllonoa
pressure
.
.
n miTAH
vhh va.aa IaiI Iiaii
declared today, is due
ondition Saturday,jto the attorney general's
gherty5s
that the attorney gen- - ure to rest properly since he as- . mo, uc cuuiuiBu iu u
sumed office March' 4, 1921.
partment atthe Wardman Park Throughout the rail strike and
for several weeks in which he in the impeachment hearings
will be completely isolated before the house
judiciary comfrom the cares of his office.
mittee, he obtained insufficient
His immediate condition, relaxation.
Sawyer said, is not alarming,
brt absolute rest is essential to Judge John R. McFia was in Santa'
Fe daring the week on lcml ftuttan.
h'a recovery. ,.

;oajr,

ed

I

.

fail-declar- ed

-

of republicans by democrats is
what they want let them have
it to their heart's content, and
I think that sooner or later the
truth will prevail. It is said
by the , greatest Americans,
that you can fool all of the people part of the time, and part
of the people all the time, but
you can't fool all of the people
all the time.
They admit with their own
mouth that they want a democratic Investigation of republicans alone. Now they, say that
we have refused to
co-optr-

steel combination mail and bag
The new equipment Is to be of
gage cars and 10 steel baggage
the finest type. It will include cars.
4,625 freight train cars aad 141
The Southern Paclfio has lust
passenger train cars. These are in taxen
delivery on tne last con
addition to the 6030 standard refrigerator cars and 300 express signment of ,50 gigantic
type locomotives, representing an
refrigerators equipped for passenger investment
of 14,000,000. They are
train service representing
Investment ot f 18,000,000 being placed In freight service oa
that have Just been ordered by the mountain divisions. They are the
Pacific Fruit Express Company in heaviest and most powerful locowhich Southern Pacific has a half motives of this type yet built aad
Interest aad the Union Paelflo a constitute the largest order ot locomotives equipped with feed waW
half intereat
"The substantial purchases of heaters and ''boosters" ever ma.4
equipment we are dating," said by any railroad.
Mr. Bproule, "indicate oar faith In
The Pacific Fruit Express Cor
the territory we serve and In the pany is receiving the final con
xz.7 saw p
ttaaei p&tt-.V,r-Vfcms ft offered tar d
are in
Lit
.
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tie

toaefa
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serve

or

an increase of

one-thir-

The Southern Pacific Company
recently placed an order with steel
Plants in the East for 75,000 gross
tons ot rails for delivery in 1923.
of the order is between
WOO.OOO and $4,000,000,
Ipproxittutely 50,000 tons of the
s
ot the amount
nCs, or
ordered, will be used on the Pact- Ca System.
This wul provide a total of 830
ot raUi tor use In the West.
m wwau su mues is to be 110-- ,
r-- sd
rails and 113 miles of to-:4 raftsr Tha lio.noiiBd nil.
e the beavkot eter used In
rwest of fc
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at once for our 1923 Victrola
We will ship, prepaid,- - your
choice of all the newest victrola models with a dosen latest records for
alorie:
is
book,
only small payment down, and balance in easy monthly installments.
to
brings, happy,
The Victrola is the world's greatest
musical instrument, and Should Be
possessor.
In Every Home. Beautifully iuus
trated catalog mailed with full de
to
tails of our liberal selling; nlan on re.
PAYS
oaint of your name and address. No
letter necessary use post card and
these
own one
generation s
evu voices during tne Dig
' ' r""l
"send Your 1923 victrola
say
sunpiy
lives, the life which it. adopts, is the cnoir oi
school
convention
was
wncih
Offer." Please sign your name and
it gives
books.
one best suited to its own particular Sunday Kansas
i;
address
City last Summer.
ll
plainly.
needs. There is no omnipotent arbi- held, in
ter which imposes from some lofty Monday night, Moslah Shrine band Music Co., Denver, Colo.
direction of Cecil
o
judgment seat the specific style and concert, under the
concert
pace oi each alteration's mode oi Iixe, Meadows, Fort Worth. Also,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Koehig left
standing, too.
Rather doea this come unconsciously by Madame Filonmena Des Jardins,
for Albuquerque where they go
We
one of
to the race through its own inherent Denver, Dramatic Soprano, broadcast- to visit relatives oi Mrs. a.oenig.
ed from KFAF, Denver.
neeas and strivings."
Mrs. Koenig and baby Dorothy wul
en
Tuesday night, Grand Opera Aida remain in
books which shows
"Broadway Rose" is a Tiffany profor about a
duction directed by Robert Z. Leonard by the Harmony Club of Fort Worth, month with Albuquerque
DeBlassie.
an
Nick
uncle,
Come
and distributed by Metro. The story Texas, and Harry Lauder, himself,
and scenario are by Edmund GoulcT- - entertainer witn songs irom sum,
'.
Last Wednesday, January 31, Mrs.
.
,
your book of smiles.
mg. Tne photography, by Oliver T. "The Times," Xoi Angeles, California.
F.
a
B,
Wamsley
gave surprise party
Marsh and the art settings by Charles
of the birthday of her husuaawauader. .
Miss Elizabeth Bryden was the in honor
band, and as the day was also birth
o
hostess
an
informal
at
charming
time for airs. Lottie Mellinger, the
SOPHOMORES ENTERTAIN
last week, the evening was spent day
mav party
' mtwm
affair was made a double surprise,
ttA finAvw em
in making candy ana dancig. Those and both
enjoyed the occasion, there
preset were: Anna Laura Seibel,
The Sonhomore class of the Gallun rranxie uanc, uuie ward, jfcatber-in- e oeing a numoer oz inenox present.
'
OLD BANK"
High School entertained the visiting
Clark. Helen Brown and Virginia
basket ball teams from Holbrook ana Brewis.
The Wonians' Missionary Society
the home home teams to dinner Friwas entertained Thursday afternoon
the home of Mrs. J. W. Stofer, there
day afternoon at 5:30. The Sopho
at
A.
waa
miscellaneous shower
riven
more cooking class served toe fol
being
thirty present. Mrs.
in
honor
of
the new bride, George about
Saturday
Gardener of Gibson. Miss
lowing menu:
Mrs.
Melvin
home
An Old Nickel.
of
Crouch, at the
Fruit Cocktail
Burkettt and Miss Myrtle Tay
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Seibel. of
got an Id
cap,
. hare yon
Salmon timbal with peas.
"Say,
and
others
rendered
instru
lor
sang,
Alexis A. Schaef er, proprietor of the
V
Gibson.
a cup White
nickel you can sparer I
Creamed potatoes
mental music,
Garage, has returned home
Rolls
of coffee mighty bad."
his visit to his mother in New
Waldorf salad
If roar property is worth having It Mrs. J. R. Willis has returned from A panhandler In the Bock bland from
York. Mr. Schaef er spent the holiis worth being protected by an insurSaltinas
,,
station made this request and he put days with his aged mother at the "old
'
ance policy written by this agency. her visit to Phoenix, Arizona.
Milk
a slight emphasis on the adjective. home," where he enjoyed the Yule-ti"Do it now." Phone, call or write.
Cherry jello with whipped cream
with 'old friends. He reports
he would have used
Chaa. W .Davis Insurance Agency,
Lloyd Childers has returned from It was the same
Marguerites
if be had asked for an old hat or an having a good time, and that Tam203 W. Coal Ave., Phone 248. Adv. Denver.
o
many is very much alive and still
old pair of shoes. He merely wanted
Reasonable prices on 111 lines of
continue to be the greatest DemocraBruce McDonald is home after at
merchandise and full stocks to select
Miss Stella Martin is due to leave an old nickel that bad served Its purtic political body on earth. Mr.
from, at Danoff Bros, Adv,
tending tiie University at Albuquer- today, Saturday, for a visit with re- pose and was no longer of use to the
was reared under the political
the
five
months.
for
latives in Albuquerque, to enjoy her owner.
que
past
tutorship of Tammany and he is just
BEL MONTE SPECIALS
vacation.
"It may have been unintentional, a as full of political tricks as a DutchMiss Madeline Cregar is able tr be
mere slip of the tongue," said the man man is as lull of ideas about the proback
school
an
in
after
extended
ill
Mr. Schaefer looks
Big reduction on the following can ness.
"I gave him hibition question.
Mrs. H. Neuman is due to leave to- who was approached.
goods:
a visit in Cali- the coin he asked for and I have been for a mighty busy year with the White
for
Saturday,
day,
Liby's Sliced Peaches;
wondering ever since what was go- Garage.
Spring line of shoes, full and com fornia.
o
Liby's Bartlett Pears; f; t
his mind."
of
member
the
Chicago
ing through
plete stock, for every
Mrs. T. L. Landis has gone to
La Grande Sweet Corn;
Part
man.
a
is
John.
H.
Journal.
Young
busy
family, at Danoff Bros. Adv.
Amarillo, Texas, to visit her mother,
Liby's Yams;
of his time he puts in at the Postal
Mrs 'Ran. A. Rrnwn. Mr. TjinHU ia
Sunkist Yams;
he
his
time
of
Telegraph office, part
Mexican Dry Chile;
the shoe man at the Lawrence store.
Colorado Important State. x
writin
Katherine Clarke was the hostess puts
making people happy by
Ortega Green Chile.
Colorado ranks seventh In slse
at a Senior party last week. The ing New York Life Insurance policies,
BEL MONTE STORE,
The Liberty Cafe is a new business
of
guests were: Lola Seibel, OUie Ward, part his time he puts in paying wi- among the vi states. It has a land place in Gallup, W. B. Sherman in
Corner 6th and Coal Avenue. ,
or
area
them
103,668
of
acres,
66,341,120
left
of
amount
dows
the
policies
Dora Lynn, Elizabeth bryden, Anna
charge. Mr. Sherman believes in Galby thoughtful husbands, but one of square miles. It Is more than twelve lup and is planting his faith in GalMrs. M. H. Newton, widow of the Laura Seibel and Frankie Clarke.
life
is
his
of
looking times the slse of Massachusetts, apo
the busiest times
lup's future by investing his money
Mrs. R. C. Lentz is reported out after several hundred chickens. His proximately twice as large as Iowa' here.
with her people at Jacksonville, 111.
The Liberty is located on Railbusinest
one
of
the
and about the same slse as New York, road avenue, in the building formerly
again after being laid up witn a chicken yeards is
sprained ankle. Some days ago Mrs. places in uauup.
CALLED TOFT. WORTH
occupied by the Navajo Curio ComOhio, Connecticut and New Hampshire
Lentz fell in the lobby of the post of
extreme
pany.
the
combined.
The
of
length
city-like
busniess
most
One
of the
Some one had carelessly dropped
Dr. A. E. Dodson of Gibson was fice.
banana peel on the floor of the post Dlacs in Gallup is the Paris Shoe state la 3S7 miles east and vest,
C. W. Czarlincky and Max Rose-blu- m
called to Fort Worth, Texas, last Sat aoffice
more than from New
lobby, and Mrs. Lentz stepped Store, a olace that sells shoes ex. or 37 .miles
of El Paso are in our city prourday by a telegram announcing tne on it, throwing her violently on the elusive shoe store. Joseph Artesi, the York to Portland, lie. Its width Is
for investments, having been
specting
illness of his aged father. Dr. Dod- life
whole
about 276 miles, or the distance from attracted here
and spraining her ankle.
proprietor, hu spent his
i left on tne night tram lor that floor,
by oil and real estate
his
re
in the shoe business and
place
Chicago to St Louis. There are coun'
prospects. C. W. Czarlinsky is a
place.
The only place to get a real 50 cents flects to his credit as a shoe dealer, ties larger than several of the impor- brother of our fellowtownsman,
Leon
Cafe. Adv.
It js rare that an exclusive shoe store tant states.
Shoes of every description and for meal is at the White
Czarlinsky of The Style Shop.
but
of
town
in
size,
a
is
Gallup's
kept
eveiry member of the family at Dan-Bro- s. "What's the trouble?"
"The car Mr. Artesi is helping Gallup to beJoe Dluzak is a new subscriber to
The Telephone In Asia.
Adv.
off
won't run." "What's the matter T" come a citv. A visit to his store will
Asia has 498,645 telephones, which The Gallup Herald. Joe is in the genis
this
convince
that
compliment
you
been
Detriot
it
"Pa's
again."fixing
Mrs. L. N. Cary, after accompany
allows but s tenth of a telephone for eral transfer, coal and wood business,
a well merited one.
....
Free Press. ,. ,
,
and The Herald has just furnished
ing Mrs. Newton to Sparta, Wis., vievery one hundred people. The In- him
with a supply of statement statsited her parents at Jefferson City,
Is 61.3 per cent. It
1914
crease
since
ionery.
Mo., enroute home.
WOOL AND TARIFF,-- .
has about 1,290,000 miles of telephone
of a mile for each
wire, or
From a copy of The Oceanside New
For home entertainment the Radio
As- - one hundred people.
Growers'
we note that a baby girl was bora
Wool
the
is
of
Mexico
New
the
day.
greatest thing
phone
SDeaking before the
to Mr. and Mrs. Tomas Ramos, at
We are too far away from the Broad inxisHnn President Praffer Miller said:
,
women are reported car- their home at Oceanside. Cel., Jancasting Stations to recommend it for
Kentucky
million
three
from
have
dropped
"Sheep in New Mexico
dancing or entertainment in large
rying; euns. Their California sisters uary 26. Tomas Ramos is a brother
of Fred, Jesus, Mrs. Del Arcy and
halls, without extra powerful ampli tft a million and a half since 1918," said Mr. Miller in review not only carry them, but use 'em.
others of the Ramos, family.
fication to increase the volume, rer ing tho recent hisr.nrv of the industry. "Prosperity was main Wheeling Register.
j
's Radio & Electric Shop. Adv.
tained immediately after the war, but this was followed by

ttx)

Write

The fcfaa tint our itrenuo twen- . (StjertiJ
Ttrsin'f
is ur""T the
tieth eratury
25, Eiranls
nfrlV
January
Friday
toll of concert, Fort Worth, Texas.
of the net and
' future racrations is all bosh, accord
n'-- ht,
concert rivn by
Saturday
ing to" Mae Murry, the blonde motion sailors and ou.cert of tie Lat-V- p
picture star whose latest picture, Oklahoma, broadcaster from KKJ,
''Brof dway Rose." is at the Rx Thea- - "The Times,". Los Angeles, Calif.
tre, Tuesday and Wednesday, Febu- - Bugle calls especially good.
rary o ana i.
Sunday night, excellent church ser"Far be if from me to set myself vices
Kansas City, Mo.
from
Miss
as
an H. G. Wells," said
Mur Choir music WHB,
up
the
under
dirction of John
idea
the
"but
have
con R. Jones. John R. Jonea
an
I
that
ray.
directed
ditions under which each
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We also have three other
makes of Gasoline and Oil
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'
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Stoves.

refer to
regular
in today and start yours

our bank
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WE HAVE A DISPLAY
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Let Us Shew You

L. G. SHANKLIN
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Hardware
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Sch-aef- er

GALLUP LOCALS
HArTfcNiriua
"HI" GIRLS

AND
GALLUP

.,.,'

DEFEAT HOLBROOK

,

Gallup's "Girl Coal Miners" display
ed real war-we- e
gnt, as per ine 101
lowing:
The Gallup High School girls won
their first basket ball game Friday,
January 26, by trouncing Holbrook
girls to the score of 13 to 10 on thea
The game was
Holbrook court

"continual scrap" from beginning to
Tfie wont oi tne uauup
K. Clarke and E. Horrocki
was very conspicious, and the Gallup
guards, Frankie Clark and Margaret
Sims proved to be just it, tn prevent
ing the HoiorooK team irom scoring,
The Gallup girls have very good teamwork and believe in displaying it
along with their new suits, which
were presented them last week by
the Board of Education.
The Gallup boys met defeat at the
hands of the Holbrook boys, in a hard
fought game by the score of 25 to 87.
was:
Gallup High Lineup
Girls K. Clarke ' and E.' Horrocks,
Forwards: F. Clarke and M. Sims,
Guards; E. Bryden and H. Graf , Cen
end.

ior-ward- s.

-

ten.

S. Bellmaine and A. Gurule,
Forwards : Tom Moore and G. Baird,
Guards; L Alexander, Center.
V. Brewis substituted in E. Hor-rock's place in the third quarter.
F. Real went as sub on the boys
. .
team.
,.
Boys

.

..

MEMORIAL PRESENTATION

....,.

SHEEP,

two-tent-

i

J

"HEARTS AFLAME"

.

high school graduation
Imagine yourself sitting high up on
class will give their memorial premountain top, looking down into a
sentation exercises February 9, high
school auditorium, at 8 P. M., Hon, peaceful valley. . ..
as though the whole world
J. W. Chapman will deliver the pre- hadSuddenly
gone wrong the forests below
sentation oration.
The program, as outlined, is as fol- - broke into a fiercely blazing universe.
Tongues of flame reached to the
Orchestra very clouds. Great shafts of whitened
Selection
Rev. John W. Hendrix fire devoured acre after acre and
Invocation
Mrs. L. A. Stark through this all, this very hell, you
Piano Solo
v a railroad train, and at the tnrot-vo- u
Prof. Roy L. White
Introductory
saw a girl, hair streaming, face
Presentation Oration
W. Chapman blistered, threading through this maze
hades. On! On! On she drives the
Vocal Solo
Myrtle Taylor
el steed, and trees fell, the train
Leona Raillard
Presentation
Glee Club groaned, mountains cracked, the world
"Perfect Day"
Selection
- Orchestra trembled.
And you sat on a mountain ton and
Benediction
- Rev. L. A. Stark
There are nine members of the class watched.
All these exciting scenes you will see
an follows:
Isabel Brown.' Havmond Brodie. Joe in "Hearts Aflame," at the Rex Thea
Castillo, Josephine Chacon, John tre,
The 1922

....

.i.John
,

'

,

-

losses which he attributed to misiaicen economic policies
sinnA the fnriff haa cone into effect confidence has been refltnred in hiisinesa cenerallv and except for the drought strik
en areas oi the soutnwest tne country is in a wuiy pxuoycivuo

-

condition."
.
President Miller waxed nersonal in a vigorous condemna
allowed n artisan feeline to interfere with
fhe heat tntereiits of the state's industries He denounced the
"poisonous propaganda" being spread against the effectiveme
w
me
oei
ana
associauuu
nesa of the tantr,
urgea
of the matter before the public. His remancs were waxmiy ap
plauded. Prices have in reality doubled since tne emergency
tariff Mil went into effect, he stated.
The proposal of the National Wool Grdwer's association
to assess 1 cent a head on eacn sneep seni to marsei w
the broad program of the organization was explained by Mr.
porMiller, who recently attended the national convention. A state
tion of this assessment would be prorated among the
associations for local work, he stated.

;

i
:

,

AMERICAN ADDING
MACHINE

ui.

After Every Meal

be done by the juvenile court, but he thought the work of the
He asserted if Dr.
department well worth more than it cost.
Reid belonged to the Republican party the State would not have
hoorH an much nhiection to her work. He ,closed by asserting
prothat if it was necessary to follow out the administration's
of his court cut
gram of cutting, he would rather see thetoterm out
the board of
cut
Mrs. C. P. Ramos is due to leave to one year and night sessions held than
done had
had
board
work
the
the
to
her son ,Tomas Ramos, public welfare. He said
for a visit
Tomas Ramos, a former citizen of
Gallup, now Oceanside, Cal., is having some substantial improvements
made to his residence in that city, so
we note from a copy of the Ocean-sid- e
News.

Chew your food

well, then use
WRIGLEY'S to

at Oceanside, Cal. Mrs. Ramos has
been in ill health for some time, and
the visit to Califorian, so we hope,
will benfit her health.

It also
tee teeCi beeps

Mrs. L. N. Cary has returned from
Sparta, Wis., to which place she went
to accompany Mrs. Newton on her
trip with the body of her husband.

cppeCSs been,

Mrs. F. S. Lawrence has returned
from her visit in Los Angeles.

aid digestion.

clean,

breath sweet,
Thm

Cr

NefV

f

f AwWcn

'

,

j. H. Young; the New York Life Insurance man, reports that his company has delivered a check to Urs.
JJB.McKlnley for 12,500. Mr; Young
stated that the eheck would have been
received sooner only for the fact that
t!re IIcKinley remained In Socorro
county, wfcers she went to bury her
husband, and that this delayed ft
necessary papers n the matter. The

been wonderful and all the slush hurled at it was trivial and
false.
PROPfLSEri ELECTRIC PDANT. Plans, are maturing for
plant in White Rock Canyon on
the buildingof a hydro-electrthe Rio Grande west of Santa Fe. The preliminary application has been approved by the state engineer of New Mexico.
The plant, including dam and power houses, will cost about
31,500,000, and win produce anoui io.uuu noree puww. mo
market will be found in Santa Fe, Albuquerqhe, Las Vegas and
other cities.

i

Just The
Machine
-

For Any
Business

ic

NEW MEXICO COAL. New Mexico produced 2,456,942
net tons of coal in 1921, the United States Geological Survey reThe
ports. This is exclusive of the: output of wajon-mines.

total value w

t3,KS,000, cr pi

of tS dlP' ton.
tverrColfix
Count? led with

Nearly T,CC9 employees were utilized.
a production of 1,714,815 toes and UcKialty was ssctad with
croisctisa of 514,945 tons.

i

i

i

DR. JANET REID

Grenko. Bruce McDonald. Leona Rail amd 9.
o-lard, Georgia Reed and Lois Scoop- The Misses Katherine Clarke. Fran.
mire.
in
Everybody invited to attend this en kie Clarke and OUie Ward, spent the
Representative Hesch of Santa Fe brought about and
week-en- d
at Gibson, to help cele- wmcu
tertainment.
unna
oi
worn,
weiiare
State's
of
the
brate the wedding of their former vestigation
Janet Reid has charge. Dr. Reid appeared before the House,
school mate, Lola Seibel.
as a committee of the whole, and vigorously defended her deRev. A. J. G. Dowie of the Eniseo
com
next
best
lanrest
and
will
univ
be
absent
the
church
during
pal
partment and her, work, answering every charge filed against
week attending church association in panies are represented by this agency, her
department.
El Paso.
assuring you or prompt and satisfacThe situation was aptly and correctly put by Judge Reed
tory settlement in case of loss. Chaa.
1
tTrv
1VI on wVia fniirtweH Dr. Reid. before the House. He de
W. Davis Insurance Agency. Phone
248. Aav.
clared to a certain extent the work of the department could
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DENTIST
A utr M tM fern f aaatiaal win m nt Thousand and seventy-si- x
1S
, A isll
dollars and
pcuad in : A VV
nlahad on anpiieatioa.
cents (X3,076.52) and the InOverV
All ninaml rtarD ii la tat tier jmntktt fty-tw- o
every can no fzscy civcr- 'sWry
N. M.
terest due on the principal sum from
licit art rwnil br thaPokaeOta.Lands
Y!"
- ,
Cap,
stunts,
tisurj
franiiaalonar of
premiumj.couf
the
date
of
to
of
date
this
judgment
1
Iha riant to njttt any or all btoa caVaraa
frUIt
a
or
is
of
pou
cottiy
juat
said
sale
the
One
Eundred
sum
at U Mb.:
t
fine quaty fcajdcj powder
and fifty-si- x
dollars and eighty-tw- o
Mieet
Oorofaatoaat
t FvWW Laada. cents, ($166.82).
'
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at 1i
A
CU
a
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77niter tti'st
honestly,
t. F Aa ,VUItU ;
The - Special Master reserves the
rarta a km. It aaa av tam Last Pub. rb. ii. ua.
t
I
Writs
ax Classes
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Book
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said sale from
right
C
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I
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1
to hour or from day to day as
m aaafi
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hour
,
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COURT
OF
IN TSX DISTRICT
in his opinion may be expedient or
Runsford Chcnical Vcrb
GALLUP,
77 IZHC0.
McKINLEY COUNTY, STATE
"
necessary.
.East St. Louis, 111
SALE-16-ft
Taut
FOR
OF NEW MEXICO
uatea tnis litn day or January,
Army
Board Floors and sides, walla six The National Bank of Gallup,
ivao, at' uauup, new Mexico.
JUHN J. UMONS.
fast, also stripped Cbevolet, at 411 a corporation,
Lawyer
:
(1470)
Special Master.
East Artec Ave.
Plaintiff,
saber Can Enprtma Court Unite
tf
za.
ruo.
irst
Jan.
zu,
f
vs.
Nq. 1894 Last Pub. Feb. 10, 23,
Ctatea, oprnM Court of New
FOR SALE Victrola, largest slxe, Bert D. Richards and
4 TREES K0T DAMAGED BY WIRE
t
L!axke,
'vy' Baby .Had a tark.
,i
mahogany finish, perfect condition, Odessa Richards
The porter on the Pittsburgh-Detro- it
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Coal
1:3
aw- Arenos.
Defendants.
OUCOUJIV.
AWV
SUCTiwnj
MB;
(
may have heard a gentle yapmun cleaner. Rot. L. A. Stark,
NOTICE OF SPECIAL MASTERS' Department of the Interior, U. S. Land sleeper
umce at Sanu Fe, N. M., January ping In berth No. 2 during the night Belief Long Held Has Been Disproved
Manse.
'
by Experiments Mads by Unlvsr--v
MARTIN t CIIAPLlAn,
but there was a 15 ba in the- pocket
26, 1928.
Notice is hereby liven that by vir
ariven that Abran of his white coat and so the Pullman
sity of Washington Expert.
Notice
is
hereby
Three-rooFOR RENT
aottage, tue of a decree of the above entitled IaitMio 0VT AtaMnia IU U eak.
Attoraeys-At-La- w
:
WeHW
Wt nMUgUOi eVt MeVoy
UV
VII rale book might. have been written in
s
furnished, modem. Inquire of Mrs. court dated the 10th day of July, 1922 March
1918 George B. Bigg of the UniIn
Enmade
Homestead
a,
OPPICESj
imi,
M.
for
Sanskrit
Golino.
all he cared.
L,
In the
in the above entitled and numbered
'. No. 034244. for WttNWK: BE 44
of Washington heard It stated
morning, when the train reached De- versity
cause, which is a suit or action for nnn
oecugn
Gallup, riW Maxleo.
that .shade trees were being killed by
071,
snTiniiit,
even
COWS FOR SALE Inquire at the the, foreclosure of that certain real
troit,
he
Inevitable
avoided,
the
lownsnip 0 n., jKange 18 w., n, al
one or two pieces of copper
driving
the
executed
estate
Meat
by
Market
mortgage,
between
Peoples
the fair wire Into each, He
nas iiiea notice of in platform meeting
f. juenaian.
recently proceeded
above named defendants, Bert D. tention
to make three-yea- r
DSL E. PARS SILLARD
proof, ts traveler In the mink coat who held a to
his
Richards
and
Odessa..
Richards,
put this to the teat and announces
room
or
WANTED TO RENT Four
little package, wrapped in a pink
10 ine iana aoove aes
cBvaoiiBa
ciaim
above
to
the
as
In
Science.
Six
his
result
wife,
mortgagors,
trees,
young
cribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at comforter, to her shoulder, and the
Begiatared Optoaietrist
larger, modern residence. Sea Carter named
:
plaintiff, The National Bank
from two tn four inches In
at The Gallup Herald.
on tne eld lady In the seal
iwcKiniey uo., N,
who had he writes,'were
Latest
jacket
of Gallup, as mortgagee, bearing date ttaman,
Ecjtdpment for Properly TesV
diameter
13th day of March, 1923.
selected, and on March
slept In berth four. "I beard your
ma; yss
FOR RENT Furnished rooming of the 11th day of March, 1921, the
Claimant names as witnesses:
1919, there were driven Into each
21,
POST0FFICE BUILDING
bouse, located at 500 Railrosd Avenue. undersigned John J. Emmons wss, by ' Juan Barela and Jose Iano, of Atar-gu- e, baby last night," ,the old lady said. tree five pieces of thick copper wire
"It's hard for such' little babies,'
said Court, appointed Special Mas
N. M.
Apply to Dominic Leon, No. 405 Fifth the
1.0 Inches long. The end of each wire
ter to take possession of and sell the
. "Yes,
isn't
answered the
A." M. BERGEKE, Register. ,
street, near Mesa Avenue.
was left flush with the outer surface
described
in
covered
and
by
property
young woman as she stooped down.
.TO LEASE: Good ranch to lease said real estate mortsraee as provid First Pub. Feb.
DR. M. M. ELLISON
'
shuffled the pink comforter, end re of bark. All wires were within six
1923
3,
and on good terms. Apply to C. W. ed by law for the satisfaction of the Last Pub. Mar, 3, 1923.
feet of the base of the tree. The
'
asquint-eyed- ,
leased
;
DENTIST
Quick, P. 0. Box 683, Gallup.
trees comprised two hemlocks, two
judgment heretofore rendered in the
on
insisted
poodle,
"Woofle,
dear,
above entitled cause, together with
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
alders, one cedar, one willow.
LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.
GaUup CUnie Building
a judgment for insurance, attorney Department of the Interior U. S. Land barking every time the train stepped."
On July ft, 1922, the trees were ex
Detroit
News.
costs
court
and
of
all expenses
fees,
N.
at
Santa
JanuJffice,
M.,
Fe,
amined and found to be perfectly
New Mexiee
Gallup
NOTICE FOS PUBLICATION
the Baid bpecial Master and all as
ary 26, 1923.
healthy. In all cases they had commore fully appears from the files and
When
a
Mad
'Notice
is
Bitten
FranDog.
by
given that
STATE LAND SALE
records in the said above entitled and cis A. Lewis,hereby
of Raman, N. M., who, ' Hydrophobia in man and rabies in pletely healed over the wires, and
was equal to that of
numbered cause, and the undersigned on December
McKINLET COUNTT
27, 1920, made Addl. dogs can be prevented by a course of their growth
other similar trees in the Immediate
Special Master will, on the 23rd day Homestead Entry, No. 031338, for Injections of dried
cord
from
spinal
Offic of the Commlailoner of Public Landi, of February, 1923. at the hour of ten
Into' the trees It
NWU4NWi SE; SEKSWWj W
THE
rabbits which have died of experi- vicinity. On cutting
Santo Fe. N. II.
o'clock A. M., at the front door of the
was found that there was very little
Section 10, Township 9 North, mental rabies
Notice ia hereby given that pnranant to
SW,
(fixed virus). The treat
,
courthouse in Gallup, McKinley Co Ranee 16 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, han
tha provision! of an Act of
Injury to the wood, merely a brown
Jane 20, 1910, the lawi of the State unty, Mew Mexico, sell, subject to ap
notice of intention to make ment is available in every community color showing for about 1.5 Inches
HOTEL
of New Mexico, and the role and ngala proval and confirmation by the Court, filed
tue
in
United
States
and
three-year
phyevery
proof, to establish claim to
tiom of tee SUto Land Office, the
shove and below the wire, and about
of Public Lama will offer at pnblla at public vendue, to the highest bidder the land above described, before U. sician knows how to order the treat
(ZUNI)
Y
aaie to the bifheat bidder, at o'clock, A. H., for cash, all of the property describ S. Commissioner,
at Ram ah. MrKin. ment by telegraph (from the state 0.23 inch to each side.
on xaainay. reornary Hit, 1VZI, la mat of ed in and as- covered by the afore
M
on the 13th day of board of health. One out of six per
tfao court bouee la the town of Gallup, Mo.
ley Co., N.
AND RESTAURANT
Kinkw County. Now Maxioo, the foUowins mentioned real estate mortgage, for
New 8hip Roaster.
s
sons bitten by a mad dog dies In horiza.
daaeribtd tracta of land, ria:
the satisfaction of the said judgment uiarcn,
Claimant names as witnesses!
Part of the electrical cooking appa
DAVID SULLIVAN, Mgr.
rible agony If not treated. If bitten
Bab No. IMS. NUnBM,
NEUNWtt. heretofore rendered in said cause, to- G. H. Mangum, Nellie
Mangum, R. by a dog, follow that dog at all bar-ard- ratus in a new British ship consists of
8W HNEtt, See. M. T. IT N., R, 10 w. All gether with the judgment for insur
H. Bloomfield and O. P. Lewis, all
M. T. 18 N.. B. if.. Lota 1 and x. Sea.
until you can get assistance to a cylindrical roaster, In which joints
SO. 8WU, Bee. 84. T. 1
attorney fees, court costs and of Ramah, N. M.,
R, E. I W., SWtt ance,
ZUNI, NEW MEXICO
catch
Do not MU it, but place it In and fowls may be hung, and subjected
all tne expenses of the said Special
It
A. M. BERGERE, f Register.
to
to
meat
a
the
heat
connection
Master
a
the
grilling
said
applied
in
secure
'
'with
for
observation.
"
If
place
(1494)
T. 18 N.. K. I W eoataininf 1,148 .It aorta,
'
of wkiab 4 acrea won Mleetad for the Santa sale, the said property described in First Pub. Feb. 3, 1923.
symptoms of rabies appear, apply only from all sides at once.
rm ana urant coaaty Railroad Bond rand. and as covered by said real estate
This is a step forward of any prefor antl-rabtreatment through yonr
Tat UaproreanDte cone lit of walla, wlndmllla. mortgage being more particularly Last Pub. Mar. 8, 1923.
RUIZ A OVERSOW
tanka, troacba, paana, eomtla, bona, aheda,
If the dog Is rabid viously devised roasting apparatus, alfamily physician.
t:
as
Lots
described
follows,
,
and feneintv rah I48.M.M.
IN THE PROBATE COURT WITH- - It will die-se- nd
It
Its
the
borrows
Attorasye-At-Ls- w
from
though
principle
.
the bead packed In
No bid will bo accepted for leaa than numbered nine (9) and ten (10) in
1
AINU rOK THE COUNTT
olden days when a piece of meat was
Ice to the board of health laboratory
THUS DOLLARS (tS.M) per aero, and the Block numbered twenty-fiv-e
of
in
(25)
of
Courts
all
Practice
OF
McKINLEY
AND
STATE
aveeaaafal bidder will be required to pay tor the Railroad Addition to the Town of
for diagnosis, says Harold L. Amoss, hung on a spit and turned slowly
OF NEW MEXICO
tba inprocaienti that exiat on the land.
New Mexico and Arizona
around before live coals. Never has
M. D in the Health Builder.
New Mexico, as surveyed and In the matter of
Gallup,
the
Delected
land
for
the
Fe
Santa
for
Snept
there been devised a process of cookaad Grant County Railroad Bond Fond, tba piattea by n. u. wutt and filed of re Estate of John B. McKinley,
auceeeeful bidder will be required to pay at cord in the office of the County Clerk Deceased.
ing meat which resulted in such
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
Two Claims to Distinction.
of flavor as tills form of
No. 234 V
Pastor of The Methodist Church
Florence Is called the mother of oil
NOTICE
and the mother of apple orchards In roasting; but It was messy, smoky and
Residence 800 8rd Street
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
very troublesome.
Phone No. 288.
the undersigned has been appointed Colorado, and the West. The oil field
The coals had to be Just
; there
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:30 A. M.
administratrix of the estate of John was located In 1862, and the first well must be no wood or coal right
nnder comAnd .7:00 to 8:80 P. M.
B. McKinley, deceased; and that all was drilled in .1864. fjames Fraser In
bustion on the fire to taint the meat
1864
trees
hauled
across
At Tour Service At All Honrs.
the
apple
claims
persons having
aeainst said
be
sufficient
estate and said decedent will present plains and planted them near Flor with smoke; there must
them within the time and manner pre- - ence, and they are still standing, if the coals to maintain heat during
Prom them has been developed the the time required for cooking the meat,
Btriuea oy law.
DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
MARY AGNES McKINLEY
,
famous Colorado orange apples, and This was a complicated process, In" DENTIST
AdminSatratri
(1500)
;
this was the parent of the extensive volving considerable skill and dose at
f irst rub. Db. 3, 1923.
tention.
Florence and Canon .City apple orOffice -- Wnraa Baildinf
Last Pub. Feb. 27, 1923.
chards.
Florence has 00 producing
New Mexico
i
Gallup
vy
5m: it
?:
A Flying Bishop.
IN THE PROBATE COURT WITHIN oil wells, and is the only developed oil
The
of
has
In
Wales,
field
Bangor,
bishop
r un THE COUNTY OF
Colorado.,
created a record by flying to Cologne
MfKINLEY AND STATE
to deliver a sermon at the age of
OF. NEW, MEXICO
Bible Outlay Increased.
In the matter of tl)e
;
years. He Is the Right
y
The 1923 budget of the American seventy-eigh- t
H. W. BROSE,
E.
Estate of Lube Kauzlaric,
Bible society for the translation, pub- Rev. Watkln Williams, member of an
deceased.
Welsh
ancient
family, the Williams of
lication and distribution of Bibles will
No. 225
"
GENERAL ENGINEERING
be $1,160,000, an increase of 140,000 Rodelwyddan, descended from Sir WilNOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN (hat over 1922, Frank H. Mann, general sec- liam Williams, speaker of the house
'PRACTICE
of eommona.
"Y;:" ''":':
the undersigned has been appointed retary, announced recently,
auc.sell
'
He 'began his clerical career with
administrator of the estate of Lube
Estimated requirements totaled
Architectural Service In
a curacy which few Englishmen would
Kauzlaric, deceased: and that all
the
a
cut
"
but
was
$244,467
of
made
y
sons having claims against said esConnection
care
to
of
that
pronounce,
tate and said decedent will present because income for the full: amount chrugog, and was for many years rec
Ranch, 6
'
them within the time and manner nra. was not In sight. Y
tor of Rodelwyddan before becoming
'
scribed by law.
The amount voted will be used In
210H WEST R. R, AVENUE
Neyr Mexico.
archdeacon of St. Asaph and then
more
Louis Kauzlaric,,
in
the
than
Scriptures
furnishing
'.
NEW MEXICO
He
became
dean.
of
GALLUP,
bishop
Bangor
(1499)
Administrator. 100 languages and dialects in practical
M.
SALE BEGINS
10
24. years ago.
nearly
First Pub. Feb. 8, 1923.
ly every country in the world.
Last rub. Feb. 27, 1923.
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The undersigned will
at public
tion to
highest bidder at the Watts
miles .southeast of Thoreau,
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AT

O'CLOCK A.
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The Following Described Property:

1

FORDSON TRACTOR (In Good Shape)

1

OLIVER GANG PLOW

1

GRAY WORK GEILDING,'

weight about 1400

BROWN WORK MARE, weight about 1450

1
1

ROAN WORK MARE, weight about 1400

1

ROAN WORK MARE, weight about 1450

1

;

SADDLE PONY

'7. HEAVY
1

2

-

WAGON AND BOX

SETS HEAVY WORK HARNESS

In Good Condition
1

; NEW PEORIA GRAIN DRILL

4Setion Harrow,

Small Lister,
1 Small
Forge, 1 Scrapper, 1 Grind Stone, 2 Saddles,
Household good and tools, and other articles, to
numerous to mention.
TERMS: CASH.
1

DISK,

1

R. M. WATTS, Owner
Free Lunch at Noon
Bring Cups
COL. A. B. HENTHORN,

Aucticneer.

4

WHISTLE

IS BIRD'S DEFENSE

Homing Pigeons Protected by This
Means From the Attacks of
'
Their Natural Enemies.

"The reliability

of

the (homing pigeon

over radio, telephone, telegraph

or

any

other known means of message transportation, for short distance has been
demonstrated," ; said : Roy t Delhauer,
United States pigeon .expert, In a lec
ture to members of the second battalion, Fourth field artillery, regarding
the handling of homing pigeons at Fort
Sam Houston, Texas, recently.
That organization, while on a hike of
500 miles, was supplied with birds, and
part of the day's program was to send
messages from the battalion neaa- luarters at San Antonio. " t
Mr. Delhauer has recently adopted
bamboo whistle that may be attached
to the . pigeon's tall as a protection
sgainsi;.the attack of hawks while In
the air. The whistle Is very llfjht and
makes a shrill noise, thus frightening
off any. bird of prey, that wnnders too
near the messnge bird.
In Panama it Is said tli fit" such o
whistle is a necessity on account of
the prevuience of iltCon Iinwks. It is
an invention of the Chinese. - Mr. Del
hauer said thut in China it in not nn
uncommon thing for the natives to re
lease whole flocks t pigeons and other
birds, each with a whistle tied to its
tail. As the birds fly about the grpnt
number r of, whistles produce aerial
1
muslc."r:'.i'-vv:vv;'ryFive hundred dollars Is not consid
ered an exorbitant price to pay for a
homing pigeons.
pair of
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MY PRICES AND QUALITY WITH
ANY: GROCERY

STORE IN GALLUP

AND YOU WILL LET ME SAVE YOU
MONEY DURING 1923, AS I DID IN 1922
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$2.00 Renews your Subscription for 1923, and this useful
Almanac Free. Or $2.00 for any subscriber, new or old,
and this Almanac.

THE ALMANAC ITSELF IS WORTH $2.00
Send In Your New or Renewal Subscription
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They 7ill bo y: 'X villir cbvc3 end civo

mitiee errrt"-- l hi. cppc!a'
to tb.X.--- i' bill to
a Ullicn dollir credit for tit
German gorrrnmest to ' buy
foodstuffs in theNUnited States.
He declared that it was in ton
travention of the treasury de
partment's: policy 'that foreign
governments desiring to tin
ance ta tie, Urited Ettts
should appeal to the investing
public and not seek government
aid. vr
i

youtI:3 indcr:rdcnc3 of a Kirc-- if ycu
treat them riht. They will
ycu
them
seated on a throne-- if yea
t ,;
rijht
means ji5t thh:
r Treating: them right
Put them where they can work for you.
They will work in this bank--at 5 per
cent interest k,
c-a-

ry

jc'-i.-

-

NO GROUP INSURANCE

:

;;

j7

EXCLUSIVE OF OVER $17,CO0,CC0 INSURANCE REVIVED, INCREASE IN
OLD POLICIES AND ADDITIONS BY DIVIDENDS. IN ADDITION TO THE

FOREGOING THE COMPANY HAD TO DECLINE
FOR NEARLY 79 MILLIONS OF BUSINESS.

21,331

APPLICATIONS

ato Doei

'Gil-:-

:
If all recklesi driver ire of inferior
-:
mentality, then but in wont say
"TEACH YOUR tOLLARS TO HAVE MOMS JCENTS" ,
a vnarjenon uau. .
Radio concerts in thii locality are
Mr.
becoming exceedingly mnular.
LH- - E. Blackwell
and Mr. E. Havens,
iter tryin e out various radio sets.
this week installed a Grebe CR-- 9 Re
THIS. PIANO IS A BARGAIN
ceiver in their homes, which they purr
chased from the C. N. Cotton Co.
We have on hand near Gallup, one
These gentlemen report that they are of our best makei 6f
pianos, only
delighted with the Quality of the re sliehtlv used.
This instrument was
are
now
one
on
is
back
to
ceptions they
receiving;.
of our player-piantraded
in such a way that we can ofWARDEN TOC2PUT
.
fer it at it price which cannot be du
' UNDER COMMISSION plicated. Cash, or terms to responsiMR, F. G. STUMP, Organist
ble party. Answer At Once if Interas we must place this instruSUNDAY
SANTA;. FE, Jan. 30 A ested,
ment at once or reship to Denver to
be
will
held
hearing
Thursday save storage charges. Knight-CaJack Holt In
morning at 10 o'clock 'on the bell Music Co., Denver, Colo.,
bill to place the appointment
"MAKING A MAN"
WELFARE BILL PASSED
of the game warden in the
Christies Comedy
hands of the game commission,
"IN DUTCH"
H. J. Watson. SANTA FE, Jan. 3i; The
Representative
WEEKLY
NEWS
-Ll
J
senate at its session
af
"

t

.

REX PROGRAM

'

FOR NEXT WEEK

os

TOTAL PAID INSURANCE IN
FORCE JANUARY 1, 1923

m

1

'

ToUl First Year's Premium,

"

I

excluding annuities
Total Renewal Premiums;
less amount paid to other
companies, for reinsurance
on policies of this Company

lul

.

:

"

Policy-Holde-

rs

........

'

'

v

10,687,029

1,775,722

12,462,751

;

$10,432,892

$212,458,219

.'
,

'

$32,795,647

$223,428
1,343,690
2,162,604
3,603,034
28,378

$33,062,073

28,143,757
27,793,759
40,533,432
1,309,587
N

$121,831,182

77.

0

One of the big things in this world
and in our. every day lives is life
insurance. No man can well afford
to do without life insurance. It is

Tuesday
ternoon passed senate bin no.
26 providing for the support by
the father of children born out
of wedlock until they are 16
women child
years of age.
welfare-worke- rs
were in the
senate to see the passage of the
bill.

MONDAY
Repeating

;..,.

.

TUESDAY
Mae Murray In
"BROADWAY ROSE"

-

v

PROGRAM

SUNDAY'S

Two Reel Century Comedy
"WOMEN FIRST"

NOTICE

WEDNESDAY

There will be a meeting of the Gal
lup Lodge No. 1440, B. P. 0. E.. for

7

'

Repeating

the purpose of nominating candidates
for officers, at I. O. 0. F. Hall, February 6, at 8 P. M. All members rethe best business investment any man quested to attend.
7
can make. .The best time to invest
in life insurance is when a man is well
Jack Dempsey says he always tries
njoying good health and nlentv able never to get into a street fight, in
to earn and pay. One of the biggest which he is ably assisted by everyand strongest insurance companies on body in the street. Flint Journal.
the face of the earth is the New York
We have but lew people who were
life Insurance Company. This coin invariabjy of the state. St Joseph
' ,S
pany has an agency in every commun- News Press.
ity where human beings five. John
H. .Young is the New York Life
Man of Gallup and vicinity. DATE HAS HIGH FOOD VALUE
iou snouid see Mr. Young today.
Read the big New York Life Insur
ance advertisement in this issue, and Fruit Not Properly Appreciated, According, to Experts of the De-- ,
don't forget to ask Mr. Young about
this advertisement.
partment of Agriculture.

"BROADWAY

ROSE"

;

f:

THURSDAY
Louia B. Mayer Presents

Reginald Baker Production
"HEARTS AFLAME"
Snub Pollard Comedy
"ROUGH ON ROMEO"

FRIDAY

ce

24,800,067
25,634,155
36,933,368
1,337,945

Total Payments to Policy-Holders (exclusive of Dls-ability and Double Indem- .
nity Claims) f

Loaned to.'
during the Year

1,244,200

47,290,118

t

$202,025,327

.......

6,3SS,S3

X"

Total Income
For Death Losses
For Matured Endowment
For Surrender Values
-- For Dividends
For Annuities -

128,750,723 v,

46,045,918

other sources (exclusive
of Increase of Book Value of
Ledger Assets)

PAID

$1,024,010

23,854,622

122,361,768

......

INCREASE OR
DECREASE
'

$22,930,612

Interest and RenUk
Consideration for Annuities,
Profit on Sale of Securi- ties, and Income from all

I

moo

no i

1

cnairman oi me nouse nas announced.'
,'
When the game commission
was created in 1921 the appointment of the game warden wa
left in the hands of the governor. The purpose of this bill
is to transfer the power to the
commission. The bill is backed
by the Game Protective associa
tion, on the grounds that it will
take the office out of politics.
"

'..,

?

fv V

$40,871,382

17,347,403

$128,878,588

"I

;;..

$3,947,834

$38,823,428

MODERN OFFICE
J
BUILDING REPLACES
THE PAGE HOTEL

Repeatinf
"HEARTS AFLAME"

SATURDAY
'

,
Cosmopolitan Prod action
"VALLEY OF SILENT MEN"
TWO REEL COMEDY
.V -

'

According to the Atwater bulletin
on food composition Issued by the
United States Department of Agriculture, the dried date is composed as
Announcement has been made that a follows:. Carbohydrates, 70.6 per cent;
modem ' office ' building will replace protein, 1.9 per cent; fat, 2l5 per cent;
the Page botel. The Page hotel will water, 18.8 per cent; ash ( mines. 1
close as a hotel on March 17. Im- salts)
10
Wper cent ; refuse (fiber);
'
mediately after its close as a hotel.
cent.
workmen will commence to remodel, per
"The protein and fat content,
the building into a modern office
structure. .Each room or office will though small, is In a readily available
be supplied with steam heat and every form, the protein as a builder and. the
other convenience in keeping with this fat as 'a fuel," writes Dr. Charles L.
day and time; At the time of the Bennett "A man who includes two
closing of this hotel, the new Page re- pounds of dates as the bulk of a day's
sidence will be ready for occupancy. ration will not
require much additional
Thus we note the passnig of the Page
protein. In fact, a pure date dietary
a
hotel,
place that haa served the public for many long years. It is under- meets the requirements of many Arabs
activities for long periods
stood that H. C. Denny will have the In every-darooms lacing Kailroad avenue. We at a time, without the addition of
understand that Mr. Denny has order- other foods." .
ed the new furniture for the rooms.
"The value of the date as a food Is
and that one of the largest law librar not half appreciated by the American
ies in me west will De ntted up.
public,"' writes another authority, Dr.
John Harvey Kellogg. "The date 'not
P. B. Mapel was a business visitor
furnishes a variety of sugar
only
in Albuquerque yesterday;
He will which Is
readily assimilated and which
return home today.
Is much more wholesome than cane
"Now that you two are one," began sugar, but it also supplies a fine qualthe vicar. "Which one?" asked the ity of food Iron, which is entirely lackdemure bride. "Ah," said the vicar, ing In cana sugar. An ounce of dates,
who was a married man. "You must In
more food
fact
find that out for yourselves." London Iron thansupplies
an ordinary beefsteak and
'
7"7--Daily News,
iron of much liner quality."

Weekly news

'

j

.

Coming Soon :

"WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS
IN FLOWER"
I

,

Insurance in Force
Policies in Force S.

J...

$3,816,003,524
1,675,435

$223,071,134
. 42,433

$4,042,169,638
1,717,883

In this preliminary announcement we have omitted to state the Assets, the Liabilities, and the Reserve for Dividends and Contingencies, for the reason that
the Company must again await the receipt of the official valuations from the
Insurance Department of the State of New York, giving market rates for Bonds,
which rates the Company is requested to use in determining the market value
of certain of its Assets. These valuations will not be received until later in
the month. We have therefore omitted from this Summary of 1922 Results
items showing the financial condition of the Company as of December 31 last.
These items will follow shortly.

"';'.

.

THE NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

IS COMPOSED

OF MEM-

.

BERS HOLDING 1,717,893 POLICIES WHO ARE THE COMPANY,
WHO OWN THE COMPANY AND WHO ALONE RECEIVE

THE

y

fA

itADIO SPECIAL

Yenin Radio station reports
of people heard the ad
dress as delivered by .resident w. .
Storey, before the Kansas City Chamber of Commerce, Thursday night
The speech' was heard by other Radio
r. ruray listenstations m uaiiup.
ed in over a Radio and heard every
word Mr. Storey said. Mr. Purdy said
that he could hear Mr. Storey so
plainly that he would have recognised his voice. Mr. Storey is the presi- .
dent of the Santa Fe System.
Mrs. Yersin reports that her Radio
worked so well Thursday night that a
number of places were heard from,
places at widely different points over
th country.
Th

that a number

one-thir- d

PROFITS OF THE COMPANY

Call at Bel Monte Store and receive
your 50 cents credit on jewelry. E

sure and bring your Gift Card Cor- streets early ner 6th and
Coal avenue. Adv.
Friday morning armed with an ugly
CARSON CITY, Nev. Jan. knife, looking
for the officer who put
Frosh I've been trying to think of
29. The senate of the Nevada her husband In jail. It is said that her
seks. Soph --low
was released without bond, a word for two
legislature voted today to re- husband
Syracuse urange
and the two, husband and wife, went about fortnight?

VOTES TO REPEAL LAW

A woman was on our

'

See

j,

i--i

114 COAL "AVENUE

young

GALLUP, N. M.

About Your Insurance

m0

:

IT NOW"

.

;

peal the Nevada initiative prohibition amendment and also
the legislative prohibition act,
wmcn u concurred in by the
assembly would leave the state
with no prohibition law of its

own.

.

..INKLE NAMES
KEW BOARD
SANTA FE, N. M., Jan. 8o'
Governor Hinkle ; Tuesday
sent to the senate the appointment of a new board of regents for the" asylum at Las Vegas. They are J. W. Harris,
East La Vesas; Urs. F. A.
Xiaazanr-re-a,
East Lai Veaa;
7. 7. Lymn, Wfctrcsj ;

C- !-r

:U-V- r-;

Lu

s

C."

home happy.

Peel.

No Premiums!
People who have been using
Lytona for years aren't wasting
their money on premiums or
costly .advertising stunts it all
goes into turning out a toll
pound package of fine baking
at an honest price. Use
Ejwder It never Mhl
,
,

Write for

64-p-

e

Cook Book

--a t mm

Rumford Chemical Works
East St. Louis,

IU.

